
From: Son, Chanbory (CPC)
To: Andrew Wolfram; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Dianematsuda@hotmail.com; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Richard S. E.

Johns; Jonathan Pearlman
Cc: Rahaim, John (CPC); Joslin, Jeff (CPC); Feliciano, Josephine (CPC); Kwiatkowska, Natalia (CPC); Ionin, Jonas

(CPC)
Subject: FW: Joint HPC/CDR meeting: Civic Design Review packet
Date: Tuesday, July 17, 2018 1:20:54 PM
Attachments: 071818_JCDecaux_CDR_Phase_1_Booklet.pdf

Commissioners,
Please review DPW packet for tomorrow’s hearing.
 
Chanbory Son, Executive Secretary
Commission Affairs
San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415.575.6926 | www.sfplanning.org
San Francisco Property Information Map
 

From: Page_Ritchie, Sharon (ART) 
Sent: Tuesday, July 17, 2018 12:40 PM
To: Son, Chanbory (CPC); Sucre, Richard (CPC)
Cc: Manton, Jill (ART); Lee, Aleta (ART)
Subject: Joint HPC/CDR meeting: Civic Design Review packet
 
Attached is the packet submitted by DPW to the Arts Commission’s Civic Design Review Committee.
It is also posted with the agenda here: https://sfgov.org/arts/meeting/civic-design-review-
committee-july-18-2018-agenda
 
 
Sharon Page Ritchie
Commission Secretary

San Francisco Arts Commission
401 Van Ness, Suite 325
San Francisco, CA 94102-4570
T: 415-252-2256  F: 415-934-1022
sfartscommission.org

e-Newsletter I Twitter I Facebook I YouTube I Flickr
NOTICE: Please be mindful that all correspondence and documents sent to the San Francisco Arts
Commission are public records and, as such, are subject to the Sunshine Ordinance and can be
requested by any member of the public. In responding to such requests, Arts Commission staff will redact
sensitive personal information, such as Social Security numbers and phone numbers.
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1.0 Introduction


Public Works in partnership with JCDecaux proposes the removal of the existing 25 public toilets and 114 
kiosks and their replacement with new toilets and kiosks. The original agreement with JCDecaux is expiring 
and these efforts are part of a new enhancement program to replace the existing street furniture with up-
to-date technology and a more contemporary design. The new agreement is similar in that in exchange for 
allowing general advertising on the kiosks, JCDecaux would cover the cost of design, fabrication, installation 
and daily maintenance of the street furnishings. In addition the agreement includes funds for expanding the 
successful staffing program as well as the fabrication of double toilets (one ADA, one not) at specific high use 
areas like Twin Peaks and the Port. The new agreement also allows the City to buy 15 additional toilets (for 
locations to be determined).


Both the public toilet and the kiosk need to fit in well within the city as a whole. There are a variety of existing 
locations – in neighborhoods, adjacent to parks, along busy pedestrian and transit corridors, along the street 
and in tourist destinations. The approach is to balance the role that each element plays within a specific setting 
while contributing to a city-wide vocabulary that belongs to the larger urban environment, including the 
contemporary designs of the new BART portals on Market Street and the new café kiosk at Civic Center Plaza. 
The street furnishings can serve as the framework for public communications, news and public information in 
addition to providing for advertising that makes the program financially viable. They can also present a robust 
and changing program of graphics that reinforce the identity of a neighborhood or district and highlight 
some of their unique features and attractions. Today, street furnishings can take advantage of the most recent 
and continually expanding opportunities for communications created by the latest digital and WIFI devices. 
They can also create entrepreneurial opportunities for incubators and artistic expression for talent seeking a 
public setting.  


Last year Public Works and JCDecaux proposed an initial design concept to the Civic Design Review. The design 
program was to be understated and to recede to the background of urban life. After working closely with CDR 
in adjusting the design, the full SF Arts Commission approved the proposal. But, at the same time Public Works 
received feedback from the Historic Preservation Commission, the community and the Board of Supervisors 
regarding the lack of public process and a desire to create a more ambitious, forward-thinking and timeless 
design, one that could be an asset on the street for 10-20 years. 


With that feedback, Public Works in partnership with JCDecaux initiated a streamlined invitation-only design 
competition among 12 diverse San Francisco-based architects and industrial designers. With the program 
parameters in hand, the invited teams were asked to develop proposals at a conceptual/schematic design 
level. The jury for the initial round consisted of City staff from Public Works, SF Arts Commission, Historic 
Preservation Commission, Port of San Francisco and 6 outside experts (a diverse group of San Francisco-based 
architects). The competition was “blind” so that entries were anonymous to the jurors, and the jurors were 
unknown to the entrants. The competition focused on the exterior designs, as the interior and mechanics of 
the structures is designed by JCDecaux.


The jury prioritized proposals that were one-of-a-kind and designed specifically for San Francisco and its vision 
forward. The design was not to be generic or merely utilitarian. And, by being less thematic or historicist in 
nature, the design would not fall back on images and identities derived from other places or from other eras. 


The jury selected three finalists whose projects presented innovative and unique designs that spoke to the 
needs and aesthetics of our 21st century iconic city. The three designs were then shared with the Board of 
Supervisors, community groups, the press, and were exhibited on line, at the SF Main Library in Civic Center 
and the Heart of the City Farmers Market in UN Plaza. There were several articles about the finalists’ design 
proposals including in the SF Chronicle, SF Examiner, SF Weekly, SF Better Streets and Curbed San Francisco.
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More than 200 individual responses were received through an online survey and in person, representing over 
20 zip codes in San Francisco. Public Works staff, JCDecaux  and community groups joined the vast majority 
of individual responses in choosing the SmithGroupJJR proposal as the competition winner, describing the 
design as “clean, safe and inviting,” “iconic and unique,” “sculptural,’’ “classic” and one that “wraps fluid beauty 
around function.”


The proposed design is forward-thinking, combining natural elements and environmental sustainability with 
modern technology and materials. This 21st-century street furniture reflects our San Francisco values, as we 
invest in a public realm designed with dignity, inclusivity and beauty. The design of the new toilets and kiosks 
would complement the contemporary and elegant designs of the soon-to-be completed BART portals and 
the café kiosk at Civic Center Plaza, and will help set a city-wide street furnishings aesthetic. 


The kiosks and toilets would be curved, fairly abstract, sculptural structures: the toilet would be roughly a 
rounded hour-glass shape in plan, and the kiosks, a rounded triangle. In elevation, they are wider at the middle 
and taper towards the top and bottom. The toilet would have either a sculptural, polished concrete base or 
a painted cast-iron base.  A glass surface would cover the advertising panels on the kiosks and seamlessly 
connect with the adjoining sculpted surfaces.  
 
The quality of materials and detailing and a high level of craftsmanship will also add to the uniqueness of the 
streetscape furnishings. JC Decaux’s reputation and commitment to quality of engineering, design, fabrication 
and implementation as well as a high level of management and maintenance are touch-stones that, to a great 
extent, attribute to their international success.


The existing and the replacement models of the public toilet are self-cleaning, handicapped accessible and 
connected directly to city sewer, water and electrical lines. The proposed single toilet is approximately 9 feet 
wide, 14 feet long and 13 ½ feet tall, with the double toilet approximately 4 feet longer. 


Both the existing and proposed models of the kiosks range from 14 to 17 feet tall, are 5 to 6 feet in diameter, 
and have three illuminated vertical panels approximately 12 feet tall. 69 of the existing kiosks were designed 
to contain newsstands. In the new contract, there will be approximately 20 multi-service kiosks that will serve 
micro-businesses, way-finding and neighborhood services, with approximately 94 standard advertising kiosks 
with some including digital panels (with the same total of 114 kiosks). All of the kiosks, current and proposed 
ones, have 3 panels, with one panel designated for City/public service uses and two panels for general 
advertising purposes. The total number of advertising panels remains the same in the proposed contract: 114 
kiosks x 2 panels = 228 total panels. 


In the new contract, on 70 of the new 114 kiosks, there can be up to two changeable electronic displays. All 
images displayed on these will be silent and sold by block/slot. Advertisers generally buy several blocks of 
time. Electronic light sources will represent a negligible or marginal incremental increase over existing lighted-
panel sources. The kiosks will be equipped with wireless Internet connections, which will be concealed within 
each kiosk, will not be visible to the public, and will require no new utility connections.
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3.1 Toilet Design - Single ADA
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3.1 Toilet Design - Single ADA
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Kiosk - Interactive Panel


Kiosks dimensions and shape are being engineered and will change


Kiosks renderings will be provided later
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen

Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns
Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: India Basin RTC - Distribution to HPC
Date: Friday, July 13, 2018 10:03:57 AM
Attachments: India Basin RTC Distribution Memo.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Li, Michael (CPC) 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2018 11:55 AM
To: CTYPLN - COMMISSION SECRETARY
Cc: Navarrete, Joy (CPC)
Subject: India Basin RTC - Distribution to HPC
 
Jonas,
 
Please forward this email to the HPC.
 
The Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR for the India Basin Mixed-Use Project has been
published.  The document can be downloaded from http://sf-planning.org/environmental-impact-
reports-negative-declarations.
 
The attached RTC distribution memo provides additional information about the Final EIR certification
hearing.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Li
Environmental Planning Division
San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415.575.9107 | www.sfplanning.org
San Francisco Property Information Map
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DATE: July 11, 2018 


TO:  Members of the Planning Commission and Interested Parties  


FROM:  Lisa Gibson, Environmental Review Officer 


Re: Attached Responses to Comments on Draft 


Environmental Impact Report Case No. 2014-


002541ENV: India Basin Mixed-Use Project 


 


Attached for your review please find a copy of the Responses to Comments 


document for the Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the above-referenced 


project. This document, along with the Draft EIR, will be before the Planning 


Commission for Final EIR certification on July 26, 2018. The Planning 


Commission will receive public testimony on the Final EIR certification at the 


July 26, 2018 hearing. Please note that the public review period for the Draft EIR 


ended on October 30, 2017; any comments received after that date, including any 


comments provided orally or in writing at the Final EIR certification hearing, will 


not be responded to in writing. 


The Planning Commission does not conduct a hearing to receive comments on the 


Responses to Comments document, and no such hearing is required by the 


California Environmental Quality Act. Interested parties, however, may always 


write to Commission members or to the President of the Commission at 


1650 Mission Street and express an opinion on the Responses to Comments 


document, or the Commission’s decision to certify the completion of the Final EIR 


for this project. 


Please note that if you receive the Responses to Comments document in addition to 


the Draft EIR, you technically have the Final EIR. If you have any questions 


concerning the Responses to Comments document or the environmental review 


process, please contact Michael Li at (415) 575-9107 or michael.j.li@sfgov.org. 


Thank you for your interest in this project and your consideration of this matter. 



file://///1578SR-SFDATA1.us.ie.urs/LAECOMData/Projects/2015/60342988_SF%20Build-RPD%20India%20Basin%20Mixed-use%20EIR/900_WORKING-DOCS/940_Draft-Docs/CEQA%20Environmental%20Assessment/7_AFEIR2/michael.j.li@sfgov.org









From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns
Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: Potrero Power Plant site
Date: Thursday, July 12, 2018 9:14:52 AM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: peter linenthal [mailto:ppotrero@pacbell.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2018 3:27 PM
To: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
Subject: Potrero Power Plant site
 
 

Hello Mr. Ionin,
 
    Could you please forward the letter below to HPC members? I’ve already sent it to Ms. Vanderslice. Thank you very much for your help.  —-Peter Linenthal
 
 
  Hello HPC members,

 I direct the Potrero Hill Archives Project. We’ve been collecting oral histories and really anything historic about our neighborhood since 1986. 
 
 I’m looking forward to the Aug. 1 Historic Preservation Meeting which will look at the Potrero Power Plant site, but first I want share some concerns. 
 
 I’ve talked with Associate Capital’s Enrique Landa many times. I’m very pleased that plans are being made to preserve ‘The Stack’, a 300 foot smokestack, and Unit 3 which date to the
1960s. Adaptive reuse could transform Unit 3 into a unique hotel with spectacular views from its rooftop. 

 What concerns me very much is the future of a cluster of early 20th century historic brick buildings on the Power Plant site. They form a historic core, connected to the 19th century industries
which began there: Dupont de Nemours powder plant, North’s shipyard, City Gas Works, and Western Sugar among them. These buildings include Station A, the Gatehouse, the Gas Meter
Shop, and the Gas Compressor Building. The last two are fenced off and almost completely hidden from view. I’ve been asking to take photos of them for months, without success so far. I’m
sure I’ll be able to eventually but it’s hard to even think about these buildings without seeing them. I’ll attach a photo showing the north facade of Station A with the small neoclassical building
next to it, Station A’s Machine Shop Office. That small building is a sure candidate for adaptive reuse. A section of the two so-far-hidden buildings is at far right.  
 
 The cluster of historic buildings at Pier 70, once separated from the brick buildings at the Potrero Power Plant site by Irish Hill, are undergoing preservation. The cluster of brick buildings at
the Power Plant site are all that is left there of historic industries dating to the late 19th century crucial to the growth of San Francisco. These buildings deserve the preservation and reuse Pier
70 buildings are receiving. I don't believe the only way to preserve a building is to keep it exactly as it was. If preservation includes alterations which make a historic building usable, great.
There are so many examples of extremely successful adaptive reuse where historic and modern parts enhance each other. The Oriental Warehouse immediately comes to mind. If Associate
Capital is serious about preserving the industrial heritage of the site, and wants to avoid the blandness too often resulting from 100% new construction, the preservation and reuse of these
historic brick buildings is essential.  

 
                                  all the very best, Peter Linenthal                                                                   director, Potrero Hill Archives Project, 298 Missouri St, SF, 94107        
potreroarchives.com           415-863-0784
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON N. BREED SWORN IN TODAY AS FIRST AFRICAN AMERICAN

FEMALE MAYOR IN CITY HISTORY
Date: Thursday, July 12, 2018 9:11:34 AM
Attachments: 7.11.18 Mayoral Inauguration.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2018 6:19 PM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON N. BREED SWORN IN TODAY AS FIRST AFRICAN
AMERICAN FEMALE MAYOR IN CITY HISTORY
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Wednesday, July 11, 2017
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON N. BREED SWORN IN TODAY AS FIRST

AFRICAN AMERICAN FEMALE MAYOR IN CITY HISTORY
Crowd of thousands witness historic inauguration at San Francisco City Hall

 
San Francisco, CA– Mayor London N. Breed was officially sworn in today as the Mayor of
San Francisco, becoming the first African American female Mayor in the City’s history.
 
“I stand at this podium today because a community supported me, because our city services
looked out for me,” said Mayor Breed. “I stand here in the hope that together we will build a
San Francisco where the next generation of girls can go from public housing to the Mayor’s
Office. This is the City of Saint Francis. We support one another; we defend one another.”
 
The 45th Mayor of San Francisco, she was sworn-in by California Lt. Gov. Gavin Newsom,
who had been the City’s 42nd Mayor, before she turned to address the crowd assembled in
front of City Hall.
 
“I believe in the promise of San Francisco because I have lived it. I have seen what can
happen when we lift each other up,” said Mayor Breed. “We can show the next generation of
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR  LONDON N. BREED 
 SAN FRANCISCO                                                                    MAYOR  
     
 


 


1 DR. CARLTON B. GOODLETT PLACE, ROOM 200 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102-4681 


TELEPHONE: (415) 554-6141 
 


 


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
Wednesday, July 11, 2017 
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 
 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 
MAYOR LONDON N. BREED SWORN IN TODAY AS FIRST 


AFRICAN AMERICAN FEMALE MAYOR IN CITY HISTORY 
Crowd of thousands witness historic inauguration at San Francisco City Hall 


 
San Francisco, CA– Mayor London N. Breed was officially sworn in today as the Mayor of San 
Francisco, becoming the first African American female Mayor in the City’s history.  
 
“I stand at this podium today because a community supported me, because our city services 
looked out for me,” said Mayor Breed. “I stand here in the hope that together we will build a San 
Francisco where the next generation of girls can go from public housing to the Mayor’s Office. 
This is the City of Saint Francis. We support one another; we defend one another.” 
 
The 45th Mayor of San Francisco, she was sworn-in by California Lt. Gov. Gavin Newsom, who 
had been the City’s 42nd Mayor, before she turned to address the crowd assembled in front of 
City Hall.  
 
“I believe in the promise of San Francisco because I have lived it. I have seen what can happen 
when we lift each other up,” said Mayor Breed. “We can show the next generation of young 
people that anything is possible, and our obligation is to make sure they have opportunities.” 
 
The inauguration included an invocation by Rabbi Beth Singer of Congregation Emanu-El and 
the Rev. Amos C. Brown of Third Baptist Church, and musical performances from the SFJazz 
High School All-Stars, the San Francisco Gay Men’s Chorus and the Glide Ensemble & Change 
Band. The C-Notes performed the National Anthem and San Francisco Giants’ Public Address 
Announcer Renel Brooks-Moon acted as the Mistress of Ceremonies.  
 
As she laid out in her inaugural address, Mayor Breed’s top priorities for her administration will 
be addressing the City’s homelessness challenges, cleaning up San Francisco’s streets and 
sidewalks, creating more affordable housing, improving public safety, investing in public 
education programs and upgrading the City’s transportation infrastructure.  
 
“Our city’s challenges tend to emerge from our strengths. We have a powerful, 21st century 
economy, but that same boom is creating disparity that threatens to make us a city of haves and 
have-nots,” said Mayor Breed. “When we fail to build the housing we need, we risk pricing out 
all but the wealthiest among us from the city we love. We face these and many other challenges, 
and yet so often our politics seem to push us further apart. What we need to do is come together, 
and tackle these problems as one.” 
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SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102-4681 
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As one of her first official acts, Mayor Breed announced the creation of a Policy Transition 
Team, a group comprised of community activists, business leaders, academics, non-profit leaders 
and policy experts tasked with working together to identify issues and ideas that matter most to 
San Franciscans. The group will present their innovative new ideas as part of a Policy Summit, to 
be held on Saturday. 
 
Prior to being elected by voters in the June 8 election, Mayor Breed served as President of the 
San Francisco Board of Supervisors and District 5 Supervisor. She also served as Acting Mayor 
in December and January, leading San Francisco following the sudden passing of Mayor Edwin 
M. Lee on December 12.  
 
During her time as a Supervisor, Mayor Breed passed legislation to increase housing 
opportunities along public transportation corridors and she helped to transform former public 
housing sites into homes for residents experiencing homelessness. 
 
In addition, she advocated for more funding for the City’s Navigation Centers—a national model 
that offers residents experiencing homelessness intensive case management and critical service 
connections to healthcare, entitlement benefits and drug treatment programs. Mayor Breed 
launched a task force to study the feasibility of safe injection facilities in San Francisco and she 
helped oversee reforms to the City’s emergency response systems, leading to a reduction of 
ambulance response times by more than 26 percent. 
 
Mayor Breed also enacted the strongest Styrofoam ban in the country, authored legislation that 
kept more than 40 tons of medical waste out of Bay Area landfills and spearheaded the City’s 
CleanPowerSF program, which will help San Francisco achieve its goal of reaching 100 percent 
renewable energy by 2030. 
 
A native of San Francisco, Mayor Breed was raised by her grandmother in the Plaza East Public 
Housing development in the Western Addition neighborhood. She graduated from Galileo High 
School and earned a Bachelor of Arts degree from University of California, Davis, before 
receiving a Master’s degree in Public Administration from the University of San Francisco. 
 
 
  
 


### 
 







young people that anything is possible, and our obligation is to make sure they have
opportunities.”
 
The inauguration included an invocation by Rabbi Beth Singer of Congregation Emanu-El and
the Rev. Amos C. Brown of Third Baptist Church, and musical performances from the SFJazz
High School All-Stars, the San Francisco Gay Men’s Chorus and the Glide Ensemble &
Change Band. The C-Notes performed the National Anthem and San Francisco Giants’ Public
Address Announcer Renel Brooks-Moon acted as the Mistress of Ceremonies.
 
As she laid out in her inaugural address, Mayor Breed’s top priorities for her administration
will be addressing the City’s homelessness challenges, cleaning up San Francisco’s streets and
sidewalks, creating more affordable housing, improving public safety, investing in public
education programs and upgrading the City’s transportation infrastructure.
 
“Our city’s challenges tend to emerge from our strengths. We have a powerful, 21st century
economy, but that same boom is creating disparity that threatens to make us a city of haves
and have-nots,” said Mayor Breed. “When we fail to build the housing we need, we risk
pricing out all but the wealthiest among us from the city we love. We face these and many
other challenges, and yet so often our politics seem to push us further apart. What we need to
do is come together, and tackle these problems as one.”
 
As one of her first official acts, Mayor Breed announced the creation of a Policy Transition
Team, a group comprised of community activists, business leaders, academics, non-profit
leaders and policy experts tasked with working together to identify issues and ideas that matter
most to San Franciscans. The group will present their innovative new ideas as part of a Policy
Summit, to be held on Saturday.
 
Prior to being elected by voters in the June 8 election, Mayor Breed served as President of the
San Francisco Board of Supervisors and District 5 Supervisor. She also served as Acting
Mayor in December and January, leading San Francisco following the sudden passing of
Mayor Edwin M. Lee on December 12.
 
During her time as a Supervisor, Mayor Breed passed legislation to increase housing
opportunities along public transportation corridors and she helped to transform former public
housing sites into homes for residents experiencing homelessness.
 
In addition, she advocated for more funding for the City’s Navigation Centers—a national
model that offers residents experiencing homelessness intensive case management and critical
service connections to healthcare, entitlement benefits and drug treatment programs. Mayor
Breed launched a task force to study the feasibility of safe injection facilities in San Francisco
and she helped oversee reforms to the City’s emergency response systems, leading to a
reduction of ambulance response times by more than 26 percent.
 
Mayor Breed also enacted the strongest Styrofoam ban in the country, authored legislation that
kept more than 40 tons of medical waste out of Bay Area landfills and spearheaded the City’s
CleanPowerSF program, which will help San Francisco achieve its goal of reaching 100
percent renewable energy by 2030.
 
A native of San Francisco, Mayor Breed was raised by her grandmother in the Plaza East
Public Housing development in the Western Addition neighborhood. She graduated from



Galileo High School and earned a Bachelor of Arts degree from University of California,
Davis, before receiving a Master’s degree in Public Administration from the University of San
Francisco.
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen

Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns
Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: Up date on Mothers Building Project
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2018 11:17:29 AM

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Frye, Tim (CPC) 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2018 11:02 AM
To: CTYPLN - HPC Commission Secretary
Subject: FW: Up date on Mothers Building Project
 
Please forward to full HPC. Thanks!
 

From: Richard Rothman [mailto:rrothma@pacbell.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2018 10:59 AM
To: Hene Kelly; Kate Girlich; Richard Zimmerman; Lorri Ungaretti; Courtney Damkroger; Anthony
Veerkamp; David Hooper; Andrew Wolfram; Deborah Walker; Cindy Heitzman; Les Hilger; Maybaum,
Erica (BOS); David Williams; Susan Pfeifer; Robert Cherny; Low, Jen (BOS); Frye, Tim (CPC);
jocastamet@aol.com; Fran Link; david@outsidelands.org; Mark Ryser; willshank@earthlink.net;
timothywdrescher@mac.com; Angelo Figone; Bryana Fleming; Woody LaBounty; Summers, Ashley (BOS)
Subject: Up date on Mothers Building Project
 
Hello,
It's been a while since I sent. an email about the Mothers Building project so here is
the latest information I know about the project.  The  money we received from
Supervisor Tang's office is being used to fund the masonry work on the building.  This
work should be starting shortly.    With this work we will have completed the
immediate and short-term needs for the projects.
 
Two of the biggest supporters of this project are moving on to new challenges in their
life.  Dawn Kamalanathan Is taking a new job at the school district, and Supervisor
Katy Tang has decided not to run for reelection  Both have played a tremendous role
in getting the project this far along.
 
 
We still  have not found funds (6 million) to do the next phase of the project and I am
not sure were the funds will be coming from.
 
Norman Yee who district the Zoo is located in still not on board with project. His e-
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mail address is Norman.Yee@sfgov.org if you can ask him to support the project. 
 
I have have a side presentation about the Mothers Building if you know of any
organization that should be talking to please let me know.
 
Thanks for your support of the Mothers Building project
 
Best,
 
Richard
 
415-350-7629
 
 

mailto:Norman.Yee@sfgov.org


From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: New Conflict-of-Interest Rules for Members of City Boards and Commissions
Date: Monday, July 09, 2018 1:40:28 PM
Importance: High

FYI
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Ethics Commission, (ETH) 
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2018 3:41 PM
To: Ethics Commission, (ETH)
Subject: New Conflict-of-Interest Rules for Members of City Boards and Commissions
 
To: Members of Boards and Commissions of the City and County of San Francisco
cc: Departmental Filing Officers
 
 
Dear Board and Commission Members:  
 
This is to inform you that on June 30, 2018, new provisions of the San Francisco Campaign and
Governmental Conduct Code (“Code”) became operative that may impact you as a member of a
board or commission for the City and County of San Francisco.
 
First, section 3.231, enacted by the Anti-Corruption and Accountability Ordinance, establishes
restrictions on fundraising activities of members of boards and commissions. Under the new law,
members of a board or commission are prohibited from fundraising for their appointing authority if
the individual’s appointing authority is a City elective officer. The ban also extends to fundraising for
any committee controlled by that appointing authority and to fundraising for any candidate seeking
election to the office held by the appointing authority.
 
Under the new section 3.231(b), each of the following activities constitutes “fundraising” and will be
prohibited in any of the circumstances described above:
 

requesting that another person make a contribution;
inviting a person to a fundraising event;
supplying names to be used for invitations to a fundraiser;
permitting one's name or signature to appear on a solicitation for contributions or an
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invitation to a fundraising event;
permitting one's official title to be used on a solicitation for contributions or an invitation to a
fundraising event;
providing the use of one's home or business for a fundraising event;
paying for at least 20% of the costs of a fundraising event;
hiring another person to conduct a fundraising event;
delivering a contribution, other than one's own, by whatever means to a City elective officer,
a candidate for City elective office, or a candidate-controlled committee; or
acting as an agent or intermediary in connection with the making of a contribution.

 
Second, under new Code section 3.321, City elective officers and members of boards and
commissions are prohibited from soliciting subordinate City employees to engage in uncompensated
volunteer services for any campaign, either for or against a candidate or a ballot measure.
 
Additionally, a new Code section 3.207 prohibits certain activities as conflicts of interests. Under the
new law, you may not use your position to seek anything of value for your own personal benefit or
the benefit of your family member or an organization with which you are associated. Also, you may
not promise to use or withhold your vote or influence in exchange for another person making or
refraining from making a contribution. Lastly, you may not solicit or accept anything of value if it
could reasonably be expected to influence your vote, official action, or judgment with respect to a
particular pending legislative or administrative action or be considered a reward for official action. 
 
These new provisions of the Code were enacted by the Anti-Corruption and Accountability
Ordinance (Board of Supervisors File No. 180280), which was proposed by the Ethics Commission,

approved by the Board of Supervisors, and, on May 30th, signed by the Mayor.
 
These new provisions build on existing City laws, which already prohibit City officers and employees
from knowingly soliciting other City officers or employees for campaign contributions, and from
participating in political activities while in uniform, during work hours, or on city premises:
 

Solicitation of Contributions. No City officer or employee shall knowingly, directly or indirectly,
solicit political contributions from other City officers or employees or from persons on
employment lists of the City. Nothing in this Section shall prohibit a City officer or employee
from communicating through the mail or by other means requests for political contributions
to a significant segment of the public which may include City officers or employees.
 
 Political Activities in Uniform. No City officer or employee shall participate in political
activities of any kind while in uniform.
 
Political Activities on City Time or Premises. No City officer or employee may engage in
political activity during working hours or on City premises. For the purposes of this
Subsection, the term "City premises" shall not include City owned property that is made
available to the public and can be used for political purposes.

 
For information at any time about the provisions of the City’s campaign finance, ethics, or lobbying
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laws, please visit https://sfethics.org/ or contact us at ethics.commission@sfgov.org or (415) 252-
3100. We will be happy to assist you.
 
Regards,
 
Gayathri Thaikkendiyil
Deputy Director & Chief Programs Officer
San Francisco Ethics Commission
(415) 252-3100 | sfethics.org
 

https://sfethics.org/
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: Commission Update for the Week of July 9, 2018
Date: Monday, July 09, 2018 11:11:21 AM
Attachments: Commission Weekly Update 7.9.18.doc

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Tsang, Francis 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2018 9:07 AM
To: Tsang, Francis
Subject: Commission Update for the Week of July 9, 2018
 
Please find a memo attached that outlines items before commissions and boards for this week.
Let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 
 
Francis

Francis Tsang
Deputy Chief of Staff
Office of Mayor Mark Farrell
City and County of San Francisco
415.554.6467 | francis.tsang@sfgov.org
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To: 

Mayor’s Senior Staff

From: 

Francis Tsang

Date: 

July 9, 2018

Re: 

Commission Update for the Week of July 9, 2018

This memorandum summarizes and highlights agenda items before commissions and boards for the week of July 9, 2018. 

Arts (Monday, July 9, 2PM) - SPECIAL

Discussion Only


· Director’s Report - Current administrative, budgetary, legislative and programming developments and announcements, including updates on Cultural District legislation recently approved by the Board of Supervisors and on the proposed initiative ordinance amending the Business and Tax Regulations Code and Administrative Code to allocate a portion of Hotel Tax revenues for arts and cultural purposes.


Action Items

· Discussion and possible motion to approve retroactive cost of living adjustment (“COLA”) increases to the FY2017-2018 Cultural Center grant agreements in amounts not to exceed the following:


· African American Art and Culture Complex (“AAACC”), by $16,382 for a total grant of $671,662.14: $562,060.68 to AAACC and $109,601.46 to sub-grantee Queer Cultural Center


· Discussion and possible motion to approve retroactive cost of living adjustment (“COLA”) increases to the FY2017-2018 Cultural Center grant agreements in amounts not to exceed the following:


· Bayview Opera House by $8,618 for a total grant of $353,348.65


· Mission Cultural Center for Latino Arts by $14,460 for a total grant of $592,874.74


· SOMArts Cultural Center by $18,832 for a total grant of $772,128.47: $662,527.01 to SOMArts and $109,601.46 to sub-grantee Asian Pacific Islander Cultural Center


· Discussion and possible motion to authorize advances to the following Cultural Centers for FY2018-2019 based on the prior year’s total grant allocation and pending approval of the City budget, in the following amounts:


· African American Art and Culture Complex (“AAACC”) $167,915.54 (including $140,515.17 to AAACC and $27,400.37 to Queer Cultural Center as sub-grantee of AAACC)


· Discussion and possible motion to authorize advances to the following Cultural Centers for FY2018-2019 based on the prior year’s total grant allocation and pending approval of the City budget, in the following amounts:


· Bayview Opera House, $88,337.16


· Mission Cultural Center for Latino Arts, $148,218.69


· SOMArts Cultural Center, $193,032.12 ($165,631.75 to SOMArts Cultural Center and $27,400.37 to Asian Pacific Islander Cultural Center as sub-grantee of SOMArts Cultural Center)


· Motion to approve and to accept into the Civic Art Collection the artwork entitled Everywhere a Color, 2018, by Leah Rosenberg. The painted wall artwork is made of colorful strips that correspond to a landmark, moment, or object that is unique to San Francisco. The artwork consists of painted wood, aluminum, and acrylic, and measures approximately 20 ft. by 27 ft. by 2-3/4 in. The artwork was commissioned for and is located at the San Francisco International Airport: International Terminal, Boarding Area G, Gate Room 96.


· Motion to approve the arts professionals as panelists for public art selection panels for the 2018-19 and 2019-20 Fiscal Years (129 arts professionals)

· Motion to approve the mural design of Ocean Ave North and South by artist Amos Goldbaum. The painted mural will be installed on an exterior wall at 1315 Ocean Avenue and will measure approximately 30 ft. by 12 ft. The project is funded by the SF Shines Façade Improvement Grant, and is sponsored by the Office of Economic and Workforce Development, SF Shines; the painted mural will not become part of the Civic Art Collection.


· Motion to rescind Resolution No. 0305-18-080, which authorized the Director of Cultural Affairs to enter into contract with The Pace Gallery LLC for an amount not to exceed $600,000 for design, fabrication, transportation, and installation consultation of the sculpture for the San Francisco International Airport: Grand Hyatt Hotel Outdoor Sculpture project, entitled Ether, proposed by Kohei Nawa.


· Motion to authorize the Director of Cultural Affairs to enter into contract with The Pace Gallery LLC for an amount not to exceed $650,000 for design, fabrication, transportation, and installation consultation of the sculpture for the San Francisco International Airport: Grand Hyatt Hotel Outdoor Sculpture project, entitled Ether, proposed by Kohei Nawa.


· Motion to authorize the Director of Cultural Affairs to enter into contract with artist Tahiti Pehrson for an amount not to exceed $165,000 for design, fabrication, transportation and installation consultation for the San Francisco International Airport: Grand Hyatt Hotel Fourth Floor Reception Suspended Artwork project.


· Motion to approve the mural design of Untitled (title to be determined) by artist Buckley. The painted mural will be on a temporary construction wall at 1125 Market Street, between 7th and 8th Streets, measuring approximately 10 ft. by 75 ft. This temporary mural project will be installed for two years. The project is funded by contributions from the property owner and SF Shines, and is sponsored by the Office of Economic and Workforce Development; the painted mural will not become part of the Civic Art Collection.


· Motion to accept into the Civic Art Collection the sculptural installation entitled Diamond Heights Safety Wall, 1968 by Stefan Alexander Novak. The installation is an all redwood timber construction, with posts forming a long rear wall and two smaller side walls; projecting forwards from the rear wall is a tower, with two framed decorative elements; three other smaller sculptural groupings are placed to the front of the wall. The installation is approximately 32 feet tall and 50 feet long, and is located on Diamond Heights Boulevard on Block 7504; Lots 11-15. Commissioned by the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency in 1966, with the final design approved by the San Francisco Arts Commission in 1967 by Resolution No. 9175-1967-S.


· Motion to authorize the Director of Cultural Affairs to enter into contract with the selected fabricator A. Zahner Company for an amount not to exceed $939,000 for the fabrication and transportation of an artwork by artist Norie Sato for the Headworks facility at the Southeast Wastewater Treatment Plant.


· Motion for the Director of Cultural Affairs to approve artist honoraria for the following artists to develop artwork for the SFAC Galleries exhibition 10,000 Fahrenheit (September 14–November 17, 2018): Jean-Pierre Aube, $400; Sarah Belknap, $700; Lisa Blatt, $3,200; Linda Connor, $2,200; Chris Duncan, $1,200; William Lamson, $1,300; Chris McCaw, $1,600; Antonia Wright, $400.


· Motion for the Director of Cultural Affairs to approve an artist honorarium in the amount of $3,500 for Youngsuk Suh for the development of artwork for the SFAC Galleries exhibition Youngsuk Suh: Wildfires (September 14–November 17, 2018).


· Motion to approve a temporary sculpture installation, Paparazzi Dogs, by artists Gillie and Marc to be located in front of 150 Powell Street which shall consist of two bronze dog sculptures which are respectively six and seven feet high. The artworks will be on display July 2018 through February 2019, pending minor encroachment permit approval from San Francisco Public Works.


· Motion to rescind Resolution No. 0604-18-172 authorizing the Director of Cultural Affairs to enter into a contract with the selected artist Antony Gormley for conceptual design, final design and engineering of an artwork for the Treasure Island Waterfront Plaza Public Art Project in an amount not to exceed $157,350 pending approval of the Treasure Island Development Authority.


· Motion to rescind Resolution No. 0604-18-173 authorizing the Director of Cultural Affairs to enter into a contract with the selected artist Pae White (DBA Pae White Studio, Inc.) for conceptual design, final design and engineering of an artwork for the Treasure Island Building One Public Art Project in an amount not to exceed $99,350 pending approval of the Treasure Island Development Authority.


· Motion to rescind Resolution No. 0604-18-185 authorizing the Director of Cultural Affairs to enter into a contract with the selected artist Hiroshi Sugimoto (DBA Door Four LLC) for design, fabrication, transportation and consultation during installation of an artwork for the Treasure Island Yerba Buena Hilltop Park Public Art Project in an amount not to exceed $1,750,000, pending approval of the Treasure Island Development Authority.


· Motion to authorize the Director of Cultural Affairs to enter into an agreement with Antony Gormley for a revised design proposal for the Treasure Island Waterfront Plaza Public Art Project in an amount not to exceed $35,000.


· Motion to authorize the Director of Cultural Affairs Arts to enter into an agreement with Pae White (DBA Pae White Studio, Inc.) for a revised design proposal for the Treasure Island Building One Plaza Public Art Project in the amount of $23,500.


· Motion to authorize the Director of Cultural Affairs to enter into a contract with the selected artist Hiroshi Sugimoto (DBA Door Four LLC) for design, fabrication, transportation and consultation during installation of an artwork for the Treasure Island Yerba Buena Hilltop Park Public Art Project in an amount not to exceed $1,750,000, pending approval of the Treasure Island Development Authority and the Federal Aviation Authority.


· Motion to approve the following finalists for the 2019 Art on Market Street Kiosk Posters Series Artist Selection Panel as recommended by the Artist Selection Panel: Jessalyn Aaland, Lukaza Branfman-Verissimo, Jamil Hellu, Taraneh Hemami, Katherine Rhoades and Miriam Stahl.


· Motion to (A) rescind the approval of the purchase of the following artworks for display at the San Francisco International Airport: Hyatt Hotel as recommended by the artist selection panel:


· Terri Loewenthal, Psychscape 26 (Rock Garden, CA), 2017, archival pigment print, 40 in. by 30 in. (framed), $8,500


· Terri Loewenthal, Psychscape 48 (Lookout Mountain, CA), 2017, archival pigment print, 40 in. by 30 in. (framed), $8,500


· Richard Misrach, Golden Gate Bridge, 3.8.00, 5:16 pm, 2000, pigment print, 60 in. by 74 in., $50,000


· Richard Misrach, Golden Gate Bridge, 2.16.98, 5:20 pm, 1998, pigment print, 60 in. by 74 in., $50,000;


and (B) approve the purchase of the following artworks for display at the San Francisco International Airport: Hyatt Hotel:


· Terri Loewenthal, Psychscape 18 (Banner Ridge, CA), 2017, archival pigment print, 42 in. by 56 in. (framed), $10,500


· Richard Misrach, Golden Gate Bridge, 3.4.01, 7:30 pm, 2001, pigment print, 60 in. by 74 in., $50,000


· Richard Misrach, Golden Gate Bridge, 4.17.00, 4:01 pm, 2000, pigment print, 60 in. by 74 in., $50,000


· Motion to approve the conceptual design documents phase deliverables for Liz Glynn’s artwork, Terra-Techne, for the San Francisco International Airport: Terminal 1 Center, TSA Security Checkpoint Public Art Project.

· Motion to approve the selected artist Spencer Finch (DBA Spencer Finch Studio) and proposal for San Francisco International Airport: Terminal 1, Boarding Area B, End of Pier suspended sculpture project as recommended by the Artist Selection Panel.

· Motion to authorize the Director of Cultural Affairs to enter into contract with Spencer Finch (DBA Spencer Finch Studio) for an amount not to exceed $750,000 for design, fabrication, transportation and installation consultation of an artwork for the San Francisco International Airport: Terminal 1, Boarding Area B, End of Pier Project.

· Motion to approve the purchase of the following artworks for display at the San Francisco International Airport: Terminal 1, Boarding Area B:


· Yorgo Alexopoulos, Split, 2018, Two-channel digital animation on 4K LCD displays with sound; aspect ratio 32:5 (6:40), synchronized media players, 11 minute, 30 second infinite loop, 28 in. by 171 in. by 4 in., $75,000


· John Bankston, Oh?, 2015, oil on linen over birch panel, 40 in. by 30 in., $12,000


· John Bankston, Setting the Scene, 2015, oil on linen over birch panel, 40 in. by 30 in., $12,000


· Chris Johanson, Survival through figurization (white), 2016, acrylic on found wood, 96-1/4 in. by 96-1/4 in., $58,000


· Alicia McCarthy, Untitled, 2017, spray paint, latex paint, pencil and crayon on wood, 60 in. by 60 in., $17,500


· Barry McGee, Untitled, 2016, acrylic on panel; 24 elements, 78 in. by 66 in. (overall), $150,000


· Susan O’Malley, Advice from My 80 Year Old Self, digital print on archival rag paper; Suite of 16 prints, each edition 19 of 30, each 21-7/8 in. by 17 in., $32,000


· Hank Willis Thomas, They are Us, Us is Them, 2017, lenticular, 40 in. by 30 in., Edition S4 of 5, with one artist proof, $10,000


· Hank Willis Thomas, Impossibly, 2013, lenticular, 14-1/4 in. by 43 ins, Edition 5 of 5, with one artist proof, $10,000

· Motion to approve the purchase of the following artwork for display at the San Francisco International Airport: Terminal 1, Boarding Area B, pending inspection: Margaret Kilgallen, Untitled, 1998, Color sugarlift aquatint etching with chine collé, Edition AP10 of 30 with 10 APs, 31 in. x 54 in., $50,000.

· Motion to approve the possible purchase of artworks by the following shortlist of artists for display at the San Francisco International Airport: Terminal 1, Boarding Area B as recommended: Natalya Burd, Binh Danh, Shaun O’Dell, Fong Chung-Ray and Cornelia Schulz.

· Motion to approve the following finalists for the Southeast Health Center as recommended by the Artist Selection Panel: Bob Armstrong, Suhas Bhujbal, Kirk Crippens, Frederick Hayes, Ramekon O’Arwisters, Ron Moultrie Saunders and Ira Watkins.

· Motion to approve the final design development documents for Jesse Schlesinger’s sculptures for the Judah Streetscape Public Art Project.

· Motion to approve the selected finalists Amanda Hughen/Jennifer Starkweather, David Maisel and Meghann Riepenhoff for the 49 South Van Ness Prefunction Gallery Wall Public Art Project.

· Motion to approve the selected finalists Joseph Havel, Sanaz Mazinani, Ruben Ochoa and Mark Reigelman II (DBA Reigelman LLC) for the 49 South Van Ness Forum Sculpture Public Art Project.

· Motion to approve the selected finalists Hood Design Studio, Lead Pencil Studio, Mark Reigelman II (DBA Reigelman LLC) and Adrien Segal for the Fire Station #35 Public Art Project.

· Motion to rescind Resolutiion No. 0710-17-207 to authorize the Director of Cultural Affairs to enter into contract with James Isermann for an amount not to exceed $1,125,000 for design, fabrication, transportation, and consultation during installation of an artwork for the Traffic Company and Forensic Services Division Public Art Project.

· Motion to terminate the contract with James Isermann for the Traffic Company and Forensic Services Division Public Art Project.

· Motion to approve a new public art project outline for the Traffic Company and Forensic Services Division Public Art Project.

· Motion to approve final design of the neon artwork by Joseph Kosuth for the Bill Graham Civic Auditorium.

· Motion to authorize the Director of Cultural Affairs to increase the agreement with Joseph Kosuth from $30,000 to $700,000 to add scope of work including design development, construction documents, fabrication and consultation during installation for an artwork at Bill Graham Civic Auditorium.

· Motion to approve Islais, 2018, a bronze and stainless steel sculpture and a fence fabric design by Cliff Garten, as installed at Bayview Gateway at the corner of Third Street and Arthur Avenue.

· Motion to approve Points of Departure, 2018, three signposts by Scott Oliver, as installed at the corner of Masonic Avenue and Geary Boulevard for the Masonic Avenue Streetscape Improvement Project.

· Motion to approve the public art project outline for the new Southeast Community Facility at 1550 Evans Avenue.

· Motion to approve the artists’ inclusion in the 2018 Bayview Prequalified Artist Pool as recommended by the Artist Selection Panel (204 artists) 

· Motion to establish a policy whereby when an artist is selected as a finalist for more than one opportunity within a single capital improvement project, the artist will be asked to select one of those opportunities for which to compete. The artist scored as an alternate will then take the finalist position for the project not selected by the original artist.

· Motion to approve Phase 3 of the Maxine Hall Center Renovation and Seismic Upgrade Project contingent upon: 1) proposing to the Historic Preservation staff of the Planning Department the Committee’s suggestion to incorporate three equal bays of the historical-sized windows, reducing the window aperture on the east façade; 2) providing the landscape plan to the Civic Design Review Committee for administrative review; and 3) working with the Arts Commission staff on the artwork plaque and text.

Immigrant Rights (Monday, July 9, 530PM)

Discussion Only


· Safety Net / Health & Well-Being


· Immigration Policy and Muslim Ban


· Communications

Small Business (Monday, July 9, 530PM) 

Discussion Only


· Presentation on the 16th Street Improvement Project. This project is part of Muni Forward and plans to allow for zero-emission transit service into Mission Bay, the project will also include extending the overhead contact system (OCS) that powers our trolley buses on 16th Street from Kansas Street to Third Street. Additionally, new bike lanes have been added to 17th Street to create a continuous route from Mission Bay to the Mission Neighborhood. Along with the changes to 16th Street, the eastern end of the 22 Fillmore route will shift to serve the growth in jobs, housing and hospitals in Mission Bay. A replacement route is being developed that will ensure service is maintained to Potrero Hill and the Dogpatch areas once the 22 Fillmore shifts. To better leverage public funds and minimize construction impacts, the project will also include replacing old underground water and sewer lines. Once finished, the street will be entirely repaved.


Action Items

· Presentation and possible action to support San Francisco’s Local Business Enterprise (LBE) small businesses regarding their efforts to maintain their businesses as it pertains to BOS File No: 170205. Ordinance amending the Administrative Code to require a citywide project labor agreement applicable to certain public work or improvement projects with projected costs over $1,000,000 or where delay in completing the project may interrupt or delay services or use of facilities that are important to the City’s essential operations or infrastructure.


Airport (Tuesday, July 10, 9AM) - SPECIAL

Action Items

· Receipt of the nomination of Edwin M. Lee for naming or dedication at the San Francisco International Airport and establish a special advisory Committee to consider and recommend action on the nomination

· Authorization to Accept and Expend Federal Aviation Administration Grant Funds in Federal Fiscal Year 2018 in an Amount of up to $20,000,000 for the Continuation of the Noise Insulation Program and Implementation of the Second Chance Initiative, Superseding Resolution No. 18-0059

· Award Contract No. 11211.44 Terminal Management System Upgrade - SITA Information Networking Computing USA, Inc. - $8,122,395

· Award of Six Terminal 1 Retail Concession Leases


· Lease 1 – Electronics: InMotion Entertainment Group, LLC


· Lease 2 – Newsstand: Paradies Lagardere @ SFO 2018, LLC


· Lease 4 – Bath and Beauty: L’Occitane Airport Venture, LLC


· Lease 5 – Newsstand and Convenience: Marshall Retail Group, LLC


· Lease 6 – Sunglasses: RAKH, Inc.


· Lease 7 – Newsstand, A Small Business Set-Aside: Skyline Concessions, Inc.

· Award of Nine Terminal 1 Food and Beverage Concession Leases


· Lease 1 – Asian Quick Serve Restaurant: Bun Mee, LLC


· Lease 2 – A Mexican, Latin or South American Quick Serve Restaurant: SSP America, Inc.


· Lease 3 – An American Quick Serve Restaurant: Amy's Kitchen Restaurant Operating Company, LLC


· Lease 4 – A Sit-Down Restaurant and Bar: Paradies Lagardere @ SFO 2018 (F&B), LLC


· Lease 5 – A Chicken Quick Serve Restaurant: Taste On The Fly San Francisco, LLC


· Lease 6 – A Café: Soaring Food Group, LLC


· Lease 7 – An Asian Quick Serve Restaurant: Lady Luck Gourmet, LLC


· Lease 8 – A Café & Market: Host International, Inc.


· Lease 9 – A Sit-Down Restaurant and Bar: SF Foodways, LLC

· Approval of Phase C8 to Contract No. 10011.66 Design-Build Services for the Terminal 1 Center Renovation Project - Hensel Phelps - $30,993,876

· Approval of Phase C2 to Contract No. 11055.66 Design-Build Services for the Boarding Area A Gate Enhancements Project - Skanska USA Building, Inc. - $20,226,226

· Award of Professional Services Contract No. 11352.41 Project Management Support Services for the Airfield Improvements Program - AECOM Technical Services - $2,500,000

· Approval of Phase C5 to Contract No. 9034.66 Design-Build Services for the Demolition of Terminal 2 Air Traffic Control Tower Project - Turner Construction Company - $8,869,370

· Modification No. 1 to Contract No. 50139 Model Alternative Methodologies to Calculate Airline Rates and Charges for the Next Lease and Use Agreement - AVK Consulting, Inc. - $165,000

· Authorization to Accept Proposals for the Terminal 3 Pop-Up Retail Concession Program - Space 2

· Authorization to Accept Proposals for the Terminal 3 Coffee and Quick Serve Concession Lease

· Authorization to Accept Proposals for the Terminal 2 Sunglass or Cosmetics Store Lease

· Authorization to Establish a Pool for Request for Qualifications Contract No. 50145 to Provide As-Needed Furniture and Re-upholstery Services


· Authorization to Issue a Request for Qualifications/Proposals for Professional Services Contract No. 11163.41, Energy Benchmarking


Civil Service (Tuesday, July 10, 9AM) - SPECIAL

Action Items

· Review of Request for Approval of Proposed Personal Services Contracts:

· Airport Commission - $1,200,000 - This work provide for the specialized preventative maintenance, repair, and emergency call back services for all of the major chillers at San Francisco International Airport (SFO or Airport).


· Airport Commission - $300,000 - Contractor will research and make recommendations related to supportive economic services and infrastructure for workers at the San Francisco International Airport (SFO).  Examples of the types of potential supports that SFO would like to establish and/or assess includes financial services, scholarships, subsidies, child care, and transportation.  Contractor will also design and establish an Airport-specific advisory council that engages stakeholders in this process, and which, on an ongoing basis, will advise on issues related to workforce development, job quality, and worker supports at SFO.  This project involves inventorying existing services, researching best practices, conducting a needs assessment, developing pilot initiatives and training SFO staff to implement new programs.


· Health Service System - $858,000 - SFHSS requests to procure secure facility printing and secure facility mail services for open enrollment so as to institute sufficient contractual service level agreements and confidentiality protections to ensure Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPPA) compliance for the communication of protected health information (PHI) and employee identification information (EII).  As a secondary benefit, the integration of City employees into the scope of services (project oversight, deliverable/process review and approval) would net a significant knowledge transfer to the City in an area of expertise not currently represented by any City Department or personnel.


· Juvenile Probation - $1,800,000 - SF Juvenile Probation Department (JPD) is seeking contractor(s) who can provide vocational training to youth in detention.  The goal of the program is to reduce recidivism by teaching youth marketable skills they can use to find and retain employment following release from either the SF Juvenile Justice Center and/or Log Cabin Ranch in La Honda, CA., and also to learn positive behaviors from support services offered in conjuncture with skills training programs.  Vocational training includes, but is not limited to, various trade industries such as: barbering, construction, carpentry, painting, plumbing, food service/culinary arts, horticulture, auto detailing, welding, and others,  reentry program services is an adjunct of vocational training in that its goal is to teach juveniles computer skills (such as basic coding, navigating online classes, etc.) and to become adept at using computers as a means to connect to their communities, family, friends, and others.  The programs would be offered at the Juvenile Justice Center in San Francisco, and/or at Log Cabin Ranch in La Honda, CA.


· Juvenile Probation - $300,000 - Contractor(s) will provide Standards and Training for Corrections (STC) training to SF Juvenile Probation Department (JPD) corrections and probation personnel as mandated by the CA Board of State and Community Corrections (BSCC).  Coursework includes, but is not limited to, training in Communications, First Aid and CPR/AED, Bloodborne Pathogens, Juvenile Law, Report Writing and Record Keeping, Field Tactic Training, Confidentiality and Release of Information, Mentally Disordered Youth, Diversity and Implicit Bias, Leadership and Ethics, Self-Care, Federal Prison Rape Elimination, Youth Development, Vicarious Trauma and Miscellaneous Training.  JPD staff has to annually partake in mandatory training provided by certified STC trainers.  The trainers provide classroom instruction, training materials, course evaluation tools and results, and certificates of completion.  By participating in STC training, JPD receives support and subvention funding from the Corrections Training Fund (CTF) to help offset the cost of course tuition costs.  JPD has approximately 140 probation and corrections staff that participates in annual STC training.


· Juvenile Probation - $550,000 - Title IV-E of the Social Security Act provides reimbursement for maintenance and administrative costs related to youth in foster care and group homes.  This includes programs aimed at preventing the removal of youth from their homes and independent living programs.  JPD is seeking a qualified vendor to provide a hosted web-based Title IV-E time study system, system and related case plan training to JPD staff, technical assistance, and ongoing support and maintenance of the system.


· Public Health - $1,764,000 - Contractor will provide acute psychiatric inpatient program services for adults, including psychiatric evaluation, hospital services, and physician/psychologist services.  Prior to admission, each patient requiring psychiatric evaluation will receive a comprehensive assessment by a licensed clinician.  Upon admission, each patient will receive a thorough psychiatric evaluation by an attending physician/psychologist within 24 hours of admission.  Hospital services will include bed-and-board and ancillary services, including use of hospital facilities, customary routine laboratory work, medical social services, all appropriate medications, a 10-day supply of prescribed psychiatric medications upon discharge, biologicals, supplies, appliances, and equipment, nursing, pharmacy and dietary services, administrative services, and routine diagnostic and therapeutic services as required.


· General Services Agency – City Administrator - $100,000,000 - As needed information technology services for the Technology Marketplace, including but not limited to system design, business analysis, software as a service, training, and hardware maintenance.


· General Services Agency – City Administrator - $1,000,000 - The Office of Assessor-Recover performs important City functions such as locating all taxable property in the City and identifying ownership, establishing taxable value, listing the value of all property on assessment roll, maintaining public records, collecting revenues from the recording of legal documents and ensuring the equality of all assessments.  This project is a multi-phase endeavor by the Assessor-Recorder to secure and modernize the City’s recorder function by replacing the existing legacy system that performs the department’s recording functions such as:  archiving, cashiering, document, scanning, fulfillment of requests for official records, indexing/data entry and verification, mail management, recording, and redaction.  The selected vendor will be asked to provide development, configuration, and implementation of the proposed software solution; required professional services to implement the new system; and ongoing support and maintenance.


· Public Health - $15,260,000 to $27,260,000 - The programs will provide specialized classroom training and employment support for over 150 consumers on an annual basis who wish to provide peer counseling services.  Peers are defined as individuals with personal lived experience who are consumers of mental health service, former consumers, or family members of consumers.  Peers utilize their lived experienced in peer counseling settings to benefit the wellness and recovery of the clients being served.  These peers will provide peer counseling support to over 400 unduplicated clients in the mental health system.  In collaboration with Behavioral Health Services (BHS) and consumers, the contractor will be responsible for the reorganization of the current peer-to-peer services and the implementation of a cohesive and collaborative peer-to-peer system.  The contractor will be responsible for developing a peer-to-peer delivery system that promotes best practices, share resources, and advancement opportunities for peers and quality-drive peer-to-peer services for behavioral health consumers.  The contractor will also provide up-to-date and nationally recognized practices providing specialized curriculum in the field of peer counseling.  The contractor will work in collaboration with BHS programs, the Department of Rehabilitation, other stakeholders and the broader Bay Area community.


· Public Health - $7,000,000 to $12,000,000 - Generation of highly specialized step-down cost reports to allocate administrative and other costs to revenue-generating units of San Francisco General Hospital, Laguna Honda Hospital, and the Health At Home agency, along with financial consultation services for specific areas of hospital operations to optimize DPH’s revenues and reimbursements within the regulations and instructions of Medicare, Medi-Cal and other third-party insurers.


· Survey of Monthly Rates Paid to Police Officers and Firefighters in All Cities of 350,000 or More in the State of California (FY 18-19).  Recommendation: Adopt the report.

· Appeal by Kevin Salas of the Denial of Request to File Late Application for H-4 Inspector, Fire Department. Recommendation: Adopt the report and deny Mr. Salas’ appeal.


· Deletion of Civil Service Rule X9D – Promotional Examination for Employees on Military Leave and X30.1 – Personnel Service Records.  Recommendation: Adopt the report and approve the deletion of the two (2) posted X Rules, X9D.1 and X30.1.

· Appeal by Nikcole Lowery of the Human Resources Director’s Determination to Administratively Close Her Complaint of Failure to Accommodate, Harassment, and Retaliation. Recommendation: Adopt the report and deny Ms. Lowery’s appeal. (Closed Session)

· Post Appointment Compensation Adjustment – Executive Officer.  (Closed Session)

Port (Tuesday, July 10, 2PM)


Discussion Only


· Golden Gate Zero Emission Marine received $3 million grant money from the California Air Resources Board to build the Nation’s First Hydrogen Fuel-Cell Ferry Boat 

· Informational presentation by the San Francisco Planning Department on the Central Waterfront Public Realm Plan (including Port properties such as Warm Water Cove Park and 24th Streets).

· Informational update on the San Francisco Seawall Earthquake Safety and Disaster Prevention Program (Seawall Program).


Action Items

· CONFERENCE WITH LEGAL COUNSEL AND REAL PROPERTY NEGOTIATOR – 


· Property: Railyard an approximately 455,416 square feet of land which comprises the Port’s Intermodal Container Transfer Facility (ICTF) including approximately 2,500 square feet of land for an office trailer, bounded by Cargo Way and Amador Street. An executive session has been calendared to give direction to staff regarding real estate negotiations for a proposed lease amendment to Lease No L-14397 and transfer for Port property located at the Port’s Intermodal Container Transfer Facility bounded by Cargo Way and Amador Street. In this Executive Session, the Port's negotiators will seek direction from the Port Commission regarding price and terms of payment, rent structure, improvements, rent credits and other factors affecting the form, manner and timing of payment of the consideration for the lease amendment in order to enhance the capacity of the Port Commission during its public deliberations and actions to set the price and payment terms that are most likely to maximize the benefits to the Port, the City and the People of the State of California. (Closed Session) 

· Property: Seawall Lot 322-1, an approximately 37,810 square foot rectangular land parcel bounded by Broadway, Front and Vallejo Streets; Assessor Block 0140, Lot 7, located at the corner of Front and Broadway Streets. Pursuant to Resolution 14-16, the Port entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with MOHCD for development of an affordable housing project on SWL 322-1 under a proposed Port lease with MOHCD’s selected developer.  In this executive session, the Port’s negotiator seeks direction from the Port Commission on factors affecting the price and terms of lease payment to include in a new MOU with MOHCD that will serve as the basis for the proposed lease with MOHCD-selected developer including price structure and financing mechanisms, as well as rent to be paid by the developer under the proposed lease. The executive session discussion will enhance the capacity of the Port Commission during its public deliberations and actions to set the price and payment terms that are most likely to maximize the benefits to the Port, the City, and the People of the State of California. (Closed Session) 

· Property : Java House LLC. Located at Pier 40½ , under Lease L-1400. Port staff has been approached with a proposal to extend Lease No. L-14100 with Java House, LLC in connection with a potential sale transaction.  Port staff are evaluating the proposed terms including the proposed price and terms of payment for such an extension and the executive session discussion will be an opportunity for the Port Commission to provide negotiation direction regarding price and terms of payment, improvements, rental rate resets, participation in sale proceeds and other factors affecting the form, manner and payment of consideration for a possible extension, and which in turn will enhance the capacity of the Port Commission during its public deliberations and actions to set the price and payment terms that are most likely to maximize the benefits to the Port, the City, and the People of the State of California. (Closed Session)

· Request approval of a five-year lease and associated license and berthing agreement between the Port of San Francisco and an existing Pier 40 maritime tenant, Spinnaker Sailing San Francisco, a California Corporation (Lease Number L- 16336; License Number 16369,  Berthing Agreement 16370), for operations in the Pier 40 Shed and South Beach Harbor.

· Request approval of the Fiscal Year 2018-19 Monthly Rental Rate Schedule, Monthly Parking Stall Rates and Special Events.

· Request (1) Adoption of the Final Mitigated Negative Declaration and Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program under the California Environmental Quality Act for the 88 Broadway & 735 Davis Street Project (Planning Department File No. 2016-007850ENV); (2) Approval of an Option Agreement and attached Form of Ground Lease (“Lease”) with 88 Broadway Family LP, a California limited partnership, with a term of 57 years with one 18-year extension option for development and operation of affordable housing on Seawall Lot 322-1 located at Broadway and Front Streets (also known as 88 Broadway) (subject to Board of Supervisors approval); (3) Approval of Schematic Drawings for the proposed project at 88 Broadway; and (4) Approval of a Memorandum of Understanding between the Port and the San Francisco Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development regarding payment of fair market value and ongoing coordination and cooperation relating to the proposed Lease (the “Development MOU”) (subject to Board of Supervisors’ approval).

· Request authorization to award Construction Contract No. 2787R, Pier 27 Passenger Shelter, to G.Y. Engineering, Inc. in the amount of $818,000, and authorize a contract contingency fund of 10% ($81,800) for a total authorization of $899,800.

PUC (Tuesday, July 10, 130PM)


Discussion Only


· CleanPowerSF Update

Action Items

· Approve the Second Amendment to the Revolving Credit and Term Loan Agreement with The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd., in support of the Proposition E Wastewater Enterprise Interim Funding Program extending the Agreement by one year, for a total duration of seven years; authorize the General Manager to execute and deliver the Second Amendment and the Second Amended and Restated Fee Letter associated with this transaction and to execute a name change from The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd., to MUFG Bank, Ltd.; and authorize the General Manager to execute future amendments extending the term of the Agreement by up to two additional years.


· Approve an increase to the existing construction contract duration contingency of 79 consecutive calendar days (approximately three months) to Contract No. WD-2818, Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant SCADA Server Room; and authorize the General Manager to approve future modifications to the contract for a total revised contract duration of up to 346 consecutive calendar days (approximately 11 months), with no change to the contract amount.

· Approve an increase of 60 consecutive calendar days to the existing construction contract duration contingency for Contract No. WW-610R, Visitacion Valley Green Nodes, Rutland Street Sewer, and Sunnyvale Pavement Improvements with Minerva Construction Inc.; and authorize the General Manager to approve future modifications to the contract up to a total contract duration of 465 consecutive calendar days (approximately one year and three months), with no change to the contract amount.

· Approve the plans and specifications, and award Contract No. WW-611, Cutler Avenue, Lower Great Highway, Sloat Boulevard, and Wawona Street Sewer Replacement, in the amount of $2,148,790, with a duration of 315 consecutive calendar days (approximately 10 and one-half months), to the lowest, qualified, responsible, and responsive bidder, JDB & Sons Construction Inc., to replace the existing sewers on specified streets in the Outer Sunset neighborhood of San Francisco. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of California Environmental Quality Act, pursuant to Section 31.04(h) of the San Francisco Administrative Code.

· Approve an increase to the existing construction cost contingency in the amount of $63,022 for Contract No. WW-640, As-Needed Sewer Cleaning and Inspection (FY-17), with Pipe and Plant Solutions, Inc.; and authorize the General Manager to approve future modifications to the contract for a total contract amount of up to $1,809,492, with no change to the contract duration.

· Authorize the Issuance of up to $675 million of the 2018 Series ABC Wastewater Revenue Bonds through two separate bond sales as follows: (1)  the 2018 Series AB Wastewater Revenue Bonds, consisting of two sub-series of bonds (Sub-Series A (Sewer System Improvement Program (SSIP) – Green Bonds) and Sub-Series B (Non-SSIP)); and (2) the 2018 Series C Wastewater Revenue Bonds, consisting of one sub-series of bonds (Sub-Series C (SSIP – Green Bonds)), and approve the form of, and authorize the execution and delivery of, related documents; authorize the General Manager to sell the 2018 Wastewater Bonds in one or more series of bonds on either a competitive or negotiated basis as the General Manager determines is in the best financial interest of the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission; delegate to the General Manager authorization to award each series of bonds to the highest bidder (lowest cost) in the case of a competitive sale; and delegate to the General Manager authorization to enter into one or more bond purchase contracts in the case of a negotiated sale.

· Approve modification of the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission’s Nonpotable Grant Program to: (1) allow non-potable water projects to qualify for up to $100,000 in grant assistance if the projects replace at least 450,000 gallons of potable water per year; and (2) add grant requirements for brewery process water treatment systems seeking grant assistance.

· Approve CleanPowerSF’s Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) Compliance Filing and authorize the General Manager to submit the IRP Compliance Filing to the California Public Utilities Commission.

· Approve the General Manager’s Determination that it is in the City’s best interest to terminate the performance of work under Contract No. HH-990R, Moccasin Penstock Rehabilitation with Anvil Builders, pursuant to San Francisco Administration Code, Section 6.22(l).

· Approve the plans and specifications, and award Contract No. WW-676, AsNeeded Sewer Cleaning and Inspection (FY-19), for a total contract amount notto-exceed $1,974,980, which does not exceed the engineer’s estimate of $2,104,000, to the sole, qualified, responsible and responsive bidder, Pipe and Plant Solutions, Inc., as permitted under San Francisco Administrative Code Section 6.23(c)(2), to clean and inspect existing sewers on an as-needed basis at locations to be determined throughout San Francisco. 


· Authorize the General Manager to negotiate and execute a Conditional Land Disposition and Acquisition Agreement by and between the City and County of San Francisco acting through its Public Utilities Commission and 2000 Marin Property, L.P. (Developer), providing for the City’s future transfer of real property at 639 Bryant Street (Block 3777, Lot 052) in exchange for acquiring 2000 Marin Street (Block 4346, Lot 002), and including the Developer reimbursing the SFPUC for certain costs, with closing conditioned on several factors, including the SFPUC Commission’s discretionary approval of the environmental condition of the 2000 Marin Street property after completion of all necessary environmental review, including a Phase 2 environmental analysis, subject to approval by the Board of Supervisors; and adopt a finding declaring that 639 Bryant Street will be surplus to SFPUC’s utility needs upon and effective upon the date of close of escrow on the proposed land exchange transaction.


· Conference with Legal Counsel - Anticipated Litigation as Plaintiff (Closed Session)

· Conference with Legal Counsel - Existing Litigation. Restore Hetch Hetchy v City and County of San Francisco, California Court of Appeal, Fifth Appellate District Court, Case No.: F074107, City Law No.: 151139 / Date Filed July 12, 2016 (Closed Session)

Rent (Tuesday, July 10, 6PM)


Action Items

· Consideration of Appeals

· 505 Divisadero Street - The landlord appeals the dismissal of its petition for a capital improvement passthrough.


· 2108 Folsom Street #5 - The landlords appeal the decision granting the tenant’s petition for unlawful rent increase.


· 2323 Larkin Street #7 - The landlord appeals the decision granting the tenant’s petition for decreased housing services and failure to repair and maintain.


· 2 Dublin Street, Upper Unit - The landlord appeals the decision partially granting the tenants’ petition for decreased housing services.


· 258 Central Avenue #A - The tenant appeals the remand decision partially granting her claim of hardship.


· 241 Duboce Avenue #B - The landlords appeal the decision granting the tenants’ petition for unlawful rent increase.


· 580 – 8th Avenue - The tenant appeals the decision granting in part the landlord’s petition for a capital improvement passthrough.


· 2370 Chestnut Street #312 - The tenant appeals the decision granting the landlord’s petition under Rules and Regulations Section 1.21.


· Amendments to the Rules and Regulations Regarding Operating and Maintenance Expense Passthroughs


· Amendments to Rules and Regulations Section 12.17 Regarding No-fault Eviction Notices


Retirement (Tuesday, July 10, 1PM) - SPECIAL


· Discussion Only


· Analysis of Put Protection Strategies

· Introduction to Actuarial Standard of Practice No. 51 and 2018 Review of Economic Assumptions


· 2018 Proxy Voting Season Status Report on I NCR‐sponsored Resolutions through May 2018


· SFERS is signatory on 2018 Global Investor Statement to Governments on Climate Change


· Daugherty et. al. v. University of Chicago ERISA Plan Case Summary


· 2018 Performance Evaluation Surveys for Executive Director and Actuarial Services


· Coordinator will be emailed to Board members on June 15th by Ashley Dunning, Nossaman

· New Retirement Board Member:  Supervisor Ahsha Safai has been appointed to the Retirement Board by BOS President Malia Cohen


· New Conflict‐of‐Interest Rules for Members of City Boards and Commissions


· 2018 Proxy Voting Season Status Report on INCR‐sponsored Resolutions through June 2018

Action Items

· Recommendation to Commit up to $300 Million to Cartica’s Emerging Markets Fund

Board of Appeals (Wednesday, July 11, 5PM)

Action Items

· REHEARING REQUEST - Subject property at 1599 Haight Street. Clayton Street Neighbors, appellant, is requesting a rehearing of Appeal No. 18-045, Clayton Street Neighbors vs. San Francisco Public Works, Bureau of Street-Use & Mapping, decided May 23, 2018. At that time, the Board voted 5-0 to deny the appeal and uphold the permit on the basis that it was properly issued. Permit Holder: Verizon Wireless. Appellant: Clayton Street Neighbors. Project: construction of a personal wireless service facility in a Zoning Protected Location. Permit No.: 17WR-0315.

· APPEAL - UNION SQUARE BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT vs. SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC WORKS BUREAU OF STREET USE AND MAPPING, Re: 281 Geary Street. Protesting the ISSUANCE on April 27, 2018, to San Francisco’s Hometown Creamery, of a Mobile Food Facility Permit (conditional approval of the request to operate a mobile food facility at a location 80 linear feet east of the Powell Street and Geary Street intersection, operating Friday and Saturday from 6:00PM to 11:00PM, and Sunday from 11:00AM to 11:00PM). Note: on June 20, 2018, the Board voted 3-1-1 (President Fung dissented and Vice President Swig absent) to grant the appeals and issue the permit on the condition that the size of the vehicle under the permit be restricted to the size of the proposed 1978 Volkswagen Vanagon, on the basis that the permit was properly issued and that the restriction would address concerns about congestion in the area. Lacking the four votes needed to pass, the motion failed. Upon a motion by Commissioner Honda, the Board voted 3-1-1 (Commissioner Wilson dissented and Vice President Swig absent) to continue this matter to allow Vice President Swig to participate in the vote.


APPEAL - STANLEY ROTH vs. SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC WORKS BUREAU OF STREET USE AND MAPPING, Re: 281 Geary Street. Protesting the ISSUANCE on April 27, 2018, to San Francisco’s Hometown Creamery, of a Mobile Food Facility Permit (conditional approval of the request to operate a mobile food facility at a location 80 linear feet east of the Powell Street and Geary Street intersection, operating Friday and Saturday from 6:00PM to 11:00PM, and Sunday from 11:00AM to 11:00PM).


· APPEAL - LESLIE & MARY WILL vs. DEPT. OF BUILDING INSPECTION, PLANNING DEPT. APPROVAL, Re: 1139 Lake Street. Protesting the ISSUANCE on May 08, 2018, to Matthew Dusanic, of an Alteration Permit (to comply with NOV No. 201757061: remodel top floor; remove 44-foot wall, add 44-foot wall; replace existing window on east and west sides with fixed, one-hour fire-rated glass; sprinklers to NFPA-13 standard on deferred submittal).


· APPEAL - UC HASTINGS vs. SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC WORKS BUREAU OF URBAN FORESTRY, Re: 333 Golden Gate Avenue. Appealing the ISSUANCE on June 04, 2018, of a Public Works Order (DENIAL of request to remove three street trees with replacement adjacent to the subject property).


· APPEAL - SHIFT TECHNOLOGIES, INC. vs. ZONING ADMINISTRATOR, Re: 2336 Market Street. Protesting the ISSUANCE on March 28, 2018, of a Notice of Violation & Penalty Decision (alleging violation of Planning Code Sec. 764 for the unauthorized operation of a General Office use and a Retail Automobile use at the subject property).


Fire (Wednesday, July 11, 9AM) - CANCELLED

Juvenile Probation (Wednesday, July 11, 530PM)


Discussion Only


· Imagine Bus Presentation by Maria Cristini, Executive Director


· Summer Engagement Activities Update 


· Project Pull Promise Update 


· Juvenile Hall and Log Cabin Ranch Census Updates 


· Log Cabin Ranch Closure on June 22, 2018 


Police (Wednesday, July 11, 530PM)

Discussion Only


· 1st & 2nd Quarter 2018 San Francisco Police Commission Report of Disciplinary Actions

Action Items

· Discussion and possible action to approve issuance of Department Bulletin 18-117, “Vehicle Tow Policy & Procedure 14601/12500 CVC Enforcement,” per DGO 3.01, which modifies DGO 9.06, “Vehicle Tows” 


· Discussion and possible action to approve the Addendum to the California Department of Justice and the San Francisco Police Department MOU

· CONFERENCE WITH NEGOTIATOR-LABOR NEGOTIATION. Anticipated Issues Under Negotiation:  Procedures for Implementing Administrative Appeals in Police Discipline Proceedings (Closed Session)


· PERSONNEL EXCEPTION. Discussion and possible approval of proposed rules for administrative appeal filed in Case No. IVF C09-143, or take other action if necessary (Closed Session)


· PERSONNEL EXCEPTION. Discussion and possible approval of proposed rules for administrative appeal filed in Case No. ALW IAD 2012-0629, or take other action if necessary (Closed Session)


· PERSONNEL EXCEPTION. Discussion and possible approval of proposed rules for administrative appeal filed in Case No. ALW IAD 2016-1019, or take other action if necessary (Closed Session)


· CONFERENCE WITH LEGAL COUNSEL – Existing Litigation. Rain O. Daugherty v. City and County of San Francisco, et al., File No. CPF 15-514302, filed May 11, 2015 (Closed Session)

· PERSONNEL EXCEPTION:   Status and calendaring of pending disciplinary cases (Closed Session)

TIDA (Wednesday, July 11, 130PM)

Discussion Only


· MOHCD Affordable Housing Construction Cost Update

· Autonomous Vehicle Shuttle Planning

Action Items

· Resolution Acknowledging and Directing the Adherence to the Office of the Controller Business Travel Reimbursement Guidelines and the Office of the City Administrators Policy and Procedures for Travel, Training and Reimbursement

· Resolution Authorizing the Treasure Island Director to Approve the Recommendation of the Treasure Island Arts Steering Committee and Authorize the San Francisco Arts Commission to Enter Into an Agreement for Conceptual Design of Yerba Buena Island Trails Artwork Proposal

· Resolution Approving and Authorizing the Execution of a First Amendment to the Professional Services Agreement between the Treasure Island Development Authority and One Treasure Island to increase the annual Scope of Services and not to exceed Contract Amount for Fiscal Year 2018-2019

· Resolution (i) making CEQA Findings and adopting a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) for the marina project and confirming the San Francisco Planning Department’s determination that no additional environmental impacts would occur as a result of project implementation and no additional environmental analysis other than the Case File memorandum attached as Exhibit A would be required under CEQA; and (ii) approving and authorizing the execution of a sixty six (66) year lease agreement between the Treasure Island Development Authority and Treasure Island Enterprises, LLC, a California limited liability company, for the development and management of the Treasure Island Marina

· Resolution approving and authorizing the execution of a month-to-month Lease with the Treasure Island Sailing Center Foundation, Inc., a California nonprofit corporation for approximately 40,500 square feet of unimproved land located at the corner of California Avenue and Avenue M, Treasure Island

Human Rights (Thursday, July 12, 530PM)

Discussion Only

· Community Safety Initiative’s HRC Cohort 


· AB931: Use of Force by Peace Officers


· Discussion of Federal Policy Regarding Separation of Families at the Border, Travel Restriction from Predominantly Muslim Countries & Recent HRC Statements


· Comments on The Legacy Museum


· Update on Projects and Staff


· Introduction of HRC Summer Interns


· July 27: Equity Summit at Fort Mason


· Update on Government Alliance on Race and Equity (GARE) and Implementation of Citywide Racial Equity Strategy


· Update on SHARP (Office of Sexual Harassment and Assault Response and Prevention) 

· June 29: Update on Faith, Hope and Healing event at MoAD Museum


· July 26, 6pm: Should There Be A Job Guarantee?  at SPUR Urban Center


· Joint Commission Meetings

Planning (Thursday, July 12, 1PM)

Consideration of Items Proposed for Continuance

· 2101 LOMBARD STREET SPECIAL USE DISTRICT – Planning Code and Zoning Map Amendments to establish the 2101 Lombard Special Use District; affirming the Planning Department’s determination under the California Environmental Quality Act; and making findings of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1, and findings of public necessity, convenience, and welfare under Planning Code, Section 302. (Proposed Continuance to July 19, 2018)

· 2417 GREEN STREET – south side of Green Street, between Pierce and Scott Streets; Lot 028 in Assessor’s Block 0560 (District 2) - Request for Discretionary Review of Building Permit Application No. 2017.04.28.5244 proposing to construct 1- and 3-story horizontal rear additions, construct 3rd and 4th floor vertical additions, and lower all floor plates in the existing single-family dwelling by approximately 2 feet. The floor area would increase from approximately 4,118 square feet to approximately 5,115 square feet, and would include a one-bedroom accessory dwelling unit measuring approximately 1,023 square feet on the first floor. The project also proposes the partial excavation of the rear yard for a sunken terrace, façade alterations, and interior modifications including the expansion of the existing basement level garage to accommodate another vehicle within a RH-1 (Residential, House, One-Family) Zoning District and 40-X Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Do Not Take Discretionary Review and Approve (Proposed Continuance to October 4, 2018)

· 220 POST STREET – northern side of Post Street between Grant Avenue and Stockton Street; lot 007 of Assessor’s Block 0294 (District 3) – Request for a Conditional Use Authorization, pursuant to Planning Code Section 303 and 210.2 to establish a change of use from an existing Retail Sales and Service use to an Office use on the fourth and fifth floors of the subject building, within a C-3-R (Downtown-Retail) Zoning District and 80-130-F Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Pending (Proposed Indefinite Continuance)

Discussion Only

· HOUSING NEEDS AND TRENDS REPORT AND HOUSING AFFORDABILITY STRATEGY – This Informational Presentation will highlight key data from the Housing Needs and Trends Report (HNTR) and launch the Housing Affordability Strategy (HAS). These two related projects are meant to support housing policy and planning by the Planning Department. The HNTR complements and expands upon the traditional housing reports prepared by Planning. Specifically, this new report adds information on San Francisco’s housing stock in relation to the people who live and work in the city and how these have changed in recent decades. The HNTR is the first phase of the Housing Affordability Strategy (HAS). This hearing will introduce the Commission and the public to the HAS, one of the priority projects for the Citywide Planning Division. The HAS will provide a framework to analyze and consider how the City may best improve housing affordability in San Francisco. The HAS will be developed over the next year in collaboration with other city agencies, community stakeholders, technical experts, policymakers, and consultants and will begin public outreach and engagement efforts this fall.

Action Items

· ABOLISH LEGISLATED SETBACK ON 19TH AVE – Planning Code and Zoning Map Amendments abolishing a nine-foot legislated setback on the west side of 19th Avenue between Quintara Street and Rivera Street; and rezoning from RH-1 (Residential, House; One- Family) to RM-2 (Residential, Mixed; Moderate Density) Assessor’s Parcel Block No. 2198, Lot No. 031 (1021 Quintara Street), from RH-2 (Residential, House; Two-Family) to RM-2 (Residential, Mixed; Moderate Density) Assessor’s Parcel Block No. 2198, Lot No. 001 (located at the intersection of 19th Avenue and Quintara Street), Lot No. 033 (2121-19th Avenue), Lot No. 034 (2145-19th Avenue), and Lot No. 037 (2115-19th Avenue); adopting findings under the California Environmental Quality Act; and making findings of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1, and findings of public necessity, convenience, and welfare under Planning Code, Section 302. Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Modification

· AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROJECTS ON UNDEVELOPED LOTS IN SALI DISTRICTS – Planning Code Amendment to permit Affordable Housing on undeveloped lots in Service/Arts/Light Industrial (SALI) Zoning Districts; affirming the Planning Department’s determination, under the California Environmental Quality Act; and making findings of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code, Section, 101.1, and findings of public necessity, convenience, and welfare under Planning Code, Section 302. Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Modification

· PERMIT REVIEW PROCEDURES FOR NCDS IN D4 AND D11 – Planning Code Amendment to create a two-year pilot program removing public notice and Planning Commission review for certain uses in Neighborhood Commercial Districts in Supervisorial Districts 4 and 11; modifying zoning controls for certain uses in Supervisorial Districts 4 and 11; affirming the Planning Department’s determination under the California Environmental Quality Act; making findings of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1; and making findings of public necessity, convenience, and welfare pursuant to Planning Code, Section 302. Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Modification

· CALTRANS GRANT – In May 2018, the Planning Department was awarded $391,212 in competitive grant funds from the California Department of Transportation (CalTrans) Adaptation Planning Grant program for the San Francisco Southeast Mobility Adaptation Strategy (SMAS). The California Department of Transportation requires that the ‘Governing Body’ of the San Francisco Planning Department adopt a Resolution confirming the authority of the Department Director to accept the grant funds by entering into contract with CalTrans. CalTrans must receive this Resolution by August 15, 2018 in order for the grant to commence on October 1, 2018. Preliminary Recommendation: Adopt

· 150 EUREKA STREET – on the block bounded by 18th Street to the north, Eureka Street to the east, 19th Street to the south, and Douglass Street to the west (Assessor’s Block 2692, Lot 007) - Certification of the DEIR - The project site is currently developed with a two-story approximately 29-foot-tall wood-frame building, which most recently housed the Metropolitan Community Church of San Francisco. The proposed project would demolish the existing church building and construct two four-story buildings each with a total of two residential units, for a total of four residential units on the site. The two buildings would total approximately 14,441 gross square feet in size and would not exceed 40 feet in height. Each building would include a two-car garage and two class 1 bicycle parking spaces, for a total of four vehicle parking spaces and four class I bicycle parking spaces. The project site is located in a Residential House-Two-Family (RH-2) District and 40-X Height and Bulk District. Preliminary Recommendation: Certify

· 3533A CALIFORNIA STREET– south side between Spruce and Laurel Streets, Lot 004 in Assessor’s Block 1035 (District 2) – Request for Conditional Use Authorization pursuant to Planning Code Sections 303.1 and 713 to expand an existing Formula Retail use (d.b.a. First Republic Bank) into an adjacent, 1,000 square foot vacant retail space in the Laurel Village Shopping Center, within the Neighborhood Commercial Shopping Center District and a 40-X Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions

· 1 FRONT STREET – northwest corner of Front and Market Streets; Lot 009 in Assessor’s Block 0266 (District 3) – Request for Conditional Use Authorization, pursuant to Planning Code Sections 303, 210.2, and 145.4(e), proposing to establish a Non-Retail Sales and Service use with approximately 5,810 square feet of space located at the ground floor of the existing building for use as an employee café, accessory to the office use for First Republic Bank employees and their guests only. The application also seeks to abate Planning Enforcement Case No. 2017-001613ENF and legalize the use. The subject property is located within a C-3-O (Downtown - Office) and 275-E Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions

· 600 SOUTH VAN NESS AVENUE – southwest corner of 17th Street and South Van Ness Avenue; Lot 070 in Assessor’s Block 3575 (District 9) - Request for Conditional Use Authorization, pursuant to Planning Code Section 303 and 843.45 and the Mission Interim Zoning Controls (adopted by Planning Commission Resolution No. 19548, extended by Planning Commission Resolution No. 19865) and Board of Supervisors File No. 171290, to establish a restaurant (dba “BiteUnite”) in a 1,470 square foot vacant ground floor retail space in a newly constructed five-story building, within the UMU (Urban Mixed Use) Zoning District, Mission Alcoholic Beverage Special Use Subdistrict, and 58-X Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions

· 232 CLIPPER STREET – north side between Sanchez and Noe Streets; Lot 009 of Assessor’s Block 6548 (District 8) - Request for Conditional Use Authorization, pursuant to Planning Code Sections 303 and 317, for a project proposing to demolish an existing one-story single-family residence and construct a new four-story structure with two dwelling units. The project includes excavation associated landscaping. The subject property is located within a RH-2 (Residential-House, Two-Family) Zoning District and 40-X Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions

· 214 STATES STREET – north side of States Street between Levant and Castro Streets; Lot 038 in Assessor’s Block 2622 (District 8) - Request for Conditional Use Authorization, pursuant to Planning Code Sections 303 and 317, to allow the tantamount to demolition of an existing 1,635 square foot, two-story single family home and the addition of a ground floor garage and front entrance, a horizontal rear addition, three new roof dormers and the enclosing of two front decks to create bay windows. The project site is located within a RH2 (Residential, House, Two-Family) Zoning District and 40-X Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions with Modifications

· 792 CAPP STREET – west side of Capp Street, between 22nd and 23rd Streets; lot 019B of Assessor’s Block 3637 (District 9) - Request for Conditional Use Authorization pursuant to Planning Code Sections 209.4, 303, and 317, proposing to demolish the existing two-story single-family home and construct a new four-story (40 foot tall) residential structure containing four dwelling units within a Residential Transit Oriented - Mission (RTO-M) Zoning District, Calle 24 Special Use District, and 40-X Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions

· 2100 MISSION STREET – located on the southwest corner of Mission and 17th Streets; Lot 001 in Assessor’s Block 3576 (District 9) - Request for Discretionary Review of Building Permit Application No. 2014.0623.9172, to demolish the existing one-story commercial building (DBA One $ Store) and construct a new 65-foot tall six-story, 28,073-square foot mixed-use building with 27 dwelling units and approximately 3,000 square feet of ground floor commercial use. The Project is located within a Mission Street NCT (Neighborhood Commercial Transit) Zoning District and 65-B Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Staff Analysis: Full Discretionary Review. Preliminary Recommendation: Do Not Take Discretionary Review and Approve


· 521 LOS PALMOS DRIVE – south side of Los Palmos Drive near the Lulu Alley stairway, between Burlwood Drive and Bella Vista Way; Lot 068 in Assessor’s Block 3054 (District 7) - Request for Discretionary Review of Building Permit Application No. 2016.05.27.8675, proposing a third floor vertical addition, and the remodel and replacement of the existing second floor rear sunroom, within a RH-1 (Residential, House, One-Family) Zoning District and 40-X Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Do Not Take Discretionary Review and Approve

· 663 21ST AVENUE – west side of 21st Avenue near the Lulu Alley stairway, between Balboa and Cabrillo Streets; Lot 013 in Assessor’s Block 1623 (District 1) - Request for Discretionary Review of Building Permit Application No. 2017.1122.4682, proposing a two-story horizontal addition at the rear within a RH-2 (Residential – House, Two Family) Zoning District and 40-X Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Do Not Take Discretionary Review and Approve

War Memorial (Thursday, July 12, 2PM) - SPECIAL

Discussion Only


· Update on Food and Beverage Concessionaire Transition (Letter dated July 6, 2018, from Board of Supervisors’ President Malia Cohen and Supervisor Aaron Peskin regarding transfer of War Memorial concessionaire from Patina to Global Gourmet Catering.)

Action Items

· Rental Requests: Opera House; Davies Symphony Hall; Herbst Theatre; Wilsey Center.

· Approval of June 2018 Housekeeping Expenditures.

· San Francisco Symphony request to replace/upgrade Davies Symphony Hall lobby furnishings

· Discussion and possible action to adopt Committee recommendation(s) on San Francisco Symphony’s proposed furniture line selections for Davies Symphony Hall lobby furnishings.


· Discussion and possible action to adopt Committee recommendation on San Francisco Symphony’s proposed use of $65,000 from the Symphony’s Facility Enhancement Fee Fund for design fees related to the replacement/upgrade of Davies Symphony Hall lobby furnishings.


· Global Gourmet Catering proposed food and beverage concession menus and pricing to be effective August 1, 2018. Discussion and possible action to adopt Committee recommendation(s) on Global Gourmet Catering’s proposed food and beverage concession menu and pricing to be effective August 1, 2018.


· Proposed Renewal of Agreement between War Memorial Board of Trustees and American Legion War Memorial Commission effective January 1, 2019.


Miscellaneous

· Inauguration of Mayor-Elect London Breed (Wednesday, July 11, 11AM, City Hall Steps)

· Transbay Joint Powers Authority Board (Thursday, July 12, 930AM)



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen

Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns
Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC); CTYPLN - CP TEAM (TAC - Preservation)
Subject: FW: A defense of the Early Days statue
Date: Thursday, July 05, 2018 1:23:26 PM

Per Commissioner Pearlman’s request.
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Jonathan Pearlman [mailto:jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 05, 2018 7:55 AM
To: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
Subject: Fwd: A defense of the Early Days statue
 
Please distribute to Commissioners and preservation staff. Thank you. 
 
Jonathan 

Sent from my jPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "b.seymour@juno.com" <b.seymour@juno.com>
Date: July 4, 2018 at 4:01:27 PM PDT
To: jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com
Subject: A defense of the Early Days statue

Dear Commissioner Pearlman:
    Below is a copy of a message I have sent to the Board of Appeals concerning
the effort of the Historic Preservation Commission to move the Early Days statue
from the Pioneer Monument to storage.  I believe the case against the statue is
based on a total misunderstanding of the statue and what it means.  I hope the
commission will reconsider its effort. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely, B.H.Seymour

To the Members of the Members of the Board of Appeal:
Re: Schmid vs. Historical Preservation Commission
Appeal No. 18-035
Case No. 2017-015491 COA
     I am writing to you as a private citizen of San Francisco to express my
opposition to the proposal to remove the statue “Early Days” from the Pioneer
Monument in the Civic Center.  I was out of the state when the hearings were
announced on the proposal and was shocked when I returned to learn about the
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proposal and how far it has advanced. It is likely that I will again be out of state
when the Board of Appeals reconsiders the permit to remove the statue, so I am
writing to make my feelings on the subject known.
    The sad irony of the project to remove the statue is that by placing “Early
Days” in storage, the statue’s opponents would succeed in removing the one
public monument in San Francisco that attempts to depict Native Californians
sympathetically and to recall the injustice of their fate. The opponents of the
statue project upon it a message of racism and genocide they believe it must be
meant to convey, but any open-minded person with a knowledge of the history of
California and the history of the statue must see that “Early Days” attempts to
portray Native Californians as a noble people, undeserving of the degradation and
suffering they endured. 
    In his trust deed, James Lick, the donor of the Pioneer Monument, specified
that the monument should contain sculptural figures depicting, “…first, from the
earliest settlement of the Missions to the acquisition of California by the United
States….” In his original design for “Early Days,” the sculptor Frank
Happersberger proposed to present simply a fully dressed Native California
woman and her small son kneeling before a Franciscan friar.  This composition
would have reduced the troubled history of the Franciscan missionaries and the
Native Californians to a passive and completely painless acceptance by the
Natives of the missionaries’ message.  But Happersberger radically changed his
design of “Early Days,” choosing instead explicitly and sympathetically to depict
the degradation and suffering of the Native Californians during the missionary era
and to suggest the ambiguity of the missionaries’ role in that degradation and
suffering.
     When he revised his original conception of “Early Days,” Happersberger
added the figure of a vaquero to symbolize the era of Mexican rule in California
from 1821 to 1848. This addition may not have been entirely Happersberger’s
idea, and the figure of the vaquero appears divorced from and oblivious to the
other two figures on the pedestal, making an odd, crowded composition.  But in
the late 1880’s, when Happersberger was designing the monument, prominent
survivors from the Mexican era of California history (including the last Mexican
governor of California, Pio Pico)were still alive and influential, and they may
have objected to the fact the monument would completely ignore Mexico’s role in
California history.  Hence, the inclusion of the vaquero.
    The vaquero’s isolation from the missionary group behind him is not entirely
inappropriate historically since the era of the vaquero arose only after the
Mexican government had dispossessed the missions of their lands and granted
huge ranchos that became the home and workplace of the vaqueros. Proponents of
removing the statue suggest that the vaquero somehow is intended to symbolize
white supremacy and that the supine Native Californian is his victim. The vaquero
would be a very odd symbol of white supremacy since after two hundred and fifty
years of Spanish presence in Mexico, nearly all the vaqueros would have had
substantial Native ancestry themselves, and many of the Forty Niners, when they
arrived, notoriously treated the Mexicans as racial inferiors.
      Some opponents of the statue have asserted that the figure of the vaquero
originally held a gun in his hand, symbolizing his subjection of the Native lying
behind him.  In fact, anyone who bothers to look carefully at the statue can see
that neither of the hands of the vaquero statue could possibly have held a gun, and
a little research reveals that what the vaquero originally held in his hands was



simply a lariat, which long ago disappeared into the hands of vandals.
    In the end, the most serious charge that can be laid against the vaquero is that
he is just a bit too romantic to be true. All the figures on the monument are
symbols, and the vaquero symbolizes the myth of Mexican California, the
romantic and carefree land of Zorro and dark-eyed senoritas, but the vaquero is no
more symbolic of racism and genocide than Zorro himself.
    But the radical change Happersberger made in his concept for “Early Days”
was to replace the passive Native mother and son kneeling before a friar with the
supine and clearly suffering Native Californian at the feet of a friar pointing to
heaven. Anyone who takes time to look at the two figures and to try to understand
what they are meant to symbolize cannot come away feeling that they are meant
to glorify racism or white supremacy or condone genocide.
    In order to understand what Happersberger was trying to convey with these two
figures, it is important to look carefully at the figures and to imagine what he
meant to say, how his contemporaries would have understood him, and how we
should understand him.
     Look first at the Native Californian. There is nothing at all of the savage about
him.  His body and his features are flawless and express suffering nobility. He
half lies on the ground, trying to raise himself with one arm. His face has not a
hint of hostility, aggression, madness, or anger.  Instead, his expression can best
be characterized as confusion at his suffering, as a struggle to understand what has
befallen him.
    Why is he lying on the ground?  The opponents of the statue would insist that
either the vaquero or the missionary has thrown him to the ground. This must be,
they insist, a celebration of the racial superiority of Europeans. But there are no
weapons visible, no evidence of a struggle, no wounds to be seen. Even in 1890
the average person who knew anything about the history of Native Californians,
or even of Native Americans generally, knew that the European invaders of the
Americas had brought foreign diseases with them that had decimated the Native
populations, and California was no exception. The Native Californian has not
fallen in a fight, has not been forced to the ground, he is dying of a disease
brought by strangers, perhaps by the very friar who points him to heaven. This is
part of the terrible ambiguity of the missionaries that Happersberger had the
courage to portray: that those who meant to save the Native Californians were
also instruments of their destruction.
    There can be no question that Happersberger meant the figure of the Native
Californian to represent nobility in the midst of innocent suffering.  He, and a
large part of his audience, knew that there was a sculptural tradition going back
more than two millennia that nude, or nearly nude male figures are always meant
to represent nobility, even heroism.  The tradition went back to the Greeks and
Romans, who invariably portrayed their gods and heroes as nude. Michelangelo
famously revived the tradition with his iconic statue of David, and even as late as
1806 Canova, the greatest sculptor of his age, created a colossal nude statue of
Napoleon to express the emperor’s nobility.
    Opponents of the statue have argued that the near nudity of the Native
Californian is meant to demean him, to present him as an uncivilized savage, but
Happersberger’s audience would have seen the near nudity of the Native as a sign
of nobility. When the Mechanics Monument was dedicated just a few years later
on Market Street, no one was heard to complain that the depiction of five nearly
nude men working on a giant metal press was degrading to working men or to



white men. Everyone understood that male nudity in sculpture was a sign of
nobility and heroism.
    But Happerberger’s depiction of the suffering, nearly nude Native Californian
would have aroused enormous sympathy in nearly everyone in his audience on a
much more visceral, unconscious level.  Casual depictions of the male body were
far less common in the late 19th century than what we are now accustomed to.
But there was one exception, one ubiquitous depiction of a nearly nude man,
suffering in innocence, that nearly every member of Happerberger’s audience
knew from childhood and saw practically every day.  That was the figure of the
nearly nude, innocent, suffering Christ that was present in virtually every church
in San Francisco and probably in most of the homes.  Whether they were
consciously aware of it or not, the viewers of the suffering Native on the
monument could not help but make a mental connection to the innocent suffering
of Christ. Nothing could be further from an attempt to portray the Native
Californian as a vicious, uncivilized savage.
    There has been criticism that Happersberger’s Native Californian has braids
and feathers in his hair more typical of the Plains Natives. That may be true, but
in 1890, even if Happersberger had wanted to accurately depict what a Native
Californian looked like eighty or a hundred years earlier, he probably would have
had a very difficult time finding someone who could give him an authoritative
answer. At that time, the recent decades of well publicized armed struggle by the
Natives of the Great Plains had fixed in the mind of the public what a Native
American looked like, and Happersberger knew that an artist works in
recognizable symbols, not ethnographic accuracy.  If all 19th Century art that
contains historical inaccuracies had to be shipped to storage, our cultural life
would be much the poorer for it.
    Finally, look at the figure of the Franciscan friar. This is not a figure
representing the triumph of racism, this is a figure full of ambiguity, just as the
history of the missions is full of ambiguity. No one today denies that the legacy of
the Franciscans in California is complex.  Most of them came with idealism,
devoting their lives to trying to save a people they had never met from what they
believed would be eternal torment.  And yet, with their unthinking cultural
imperialism, with their frequent insistence that eternal salvation was completely
incompatible with everything that was sacred to the Native Californians, they
drove the Natives on a path to redemption that was frequently simply a path to
suffering, confusion, pain, and death. And yet, their motives were often pure, and
they too suffered and died lonely deaths far from their homelands.
    The ambiguity in Happerberger’s friar is palpable. The cowled friar in his
shapeless robe looms over the Native Californian, recalling both a descending
angel and a monster from a nightmare. The gesture of his right hand is completely
ambiguous; opponents of the statue insist that he is gesturing to the Native to lie
where he is and not attempt to raise himself, but that same gesture can just as
easily be interpreted as a gesture of consolation to a suffering soul. And his left
hand, with the finger pointing to heaven – is he saying “Obey or God will punish
you for eternity!”? Or is he saying, “God above understands your suffering, and
you will be rewarded in heaven.”? Finally, the face of the friar is just as difficult
to decipher. Here is no beatific smile of a man sure of himself and his mission for
white supremacy. There is no fiery anger of a missionary subduing a savage. His
features express nothing clearly except perhaps confused anguish, certainly not
the look of a man confident of his racial superiority to the Native lying before



him.
    Opponents of the statue have argued for its banishment because it “symbolizes
the humiliation, degradation, genocide, and sorrow inflicted upon this country’s
indigenous people.” That is exactly the point, that the statue will not let us forget,
just as the Holocaust Memorial in Lincoln Park will not let us forget. No one
argues that the Holocaust Memorial should be banished because it shows Jews
and others degraded, suffering, murdered, and dying. The representative of Arts
Commission has argued that “Early Days” belongs in the Civic Center no more
than a statue of Robert E. Lee, but he fails to look at the statue and see that it does
not celebrate the sufferings of Native Californians, it forces us to look, to
remember, and to think. There is no racism, no white supremacy, no celebration
of genocide in “Early Days;” there is an acknowledgement of the shameful fate of
thousands of Native Californians and of the ambiguities surrounding their
destruction. 
    Happersberger could easily have created the statue that its opponents think they
are sending to storage.  He simply needed to rotate the vaquero and have him
place his foot in triumph on a hideous, snarling savage with a bloody knife in his
hand, as the friar blesses the scene with a beatific smile. That would have been a
racist statue condoning genocide. It appears to be the statue the opponents
imagine they see. But it is completely different from the statue Happersberger
created.
    No, “Early Days” does not tell the whole story; symbols cannot.  Even the
plaque that was added to “Early Days,” which makes the point that the real,
organized genocide against Native Californians took place not under the
missionaries or the Mexicans but under Americans, cannot tell the whole story.
But as I noted at the beginning, the terrible irony of moving “Early Days” to
storage would be that it would take away the only public monument in San
Francisco, perhaps in California, that reminds us of the cruelty we were capable
of visiting on Native Californians.  With the statue gone, it would be easier to
forget.
    And if the statue disappears, will the public be thereby enlightened?  No, there
will simply be a clearly mutilated monument, an empty pedestal that says “There
was something truly terrible here.” No one is likely to inquire further. If they
bother to read the new plaque on the empty pedestal (and as one of the opponents
of the statue remarked during the debate about erecting the existing plaque,
“Nobody reads plaques”), they may learn that the statue previously there was
removed because it was racist, condoned genocide, and was insulting and
degrading to Native Californians. And the passerby will shake his head and
mumble something like “Those 19th Century San Franciscans really hated the
Indians!”
    The City staff estimates the cost of removing “Early Days” to storage and
keeping it there for five years would be $160,000 to $200,000, not counting
miscellaneous other charges. Wouldn’t it be a far better use of that money to
establish a fund for a monument or foundation of some kind that would actually
celebrate the cultures of California’s Native peoples and properly commemorate
their shameful fate? I respectfully urge that the Board of Appeals affirm its
decision to deny a permit to remove “Early Days” to storage.
                       Sincerely,
                       B.H.Seymour



____________________________________________________________
Oncologists Are Freaking Out After Officials Release This
pro.naturalhealthresponse.com
http://thirdpartyoffers.juno.com/TGL3131/5b3d520143a8852010b8bst02vuc
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: Mayor-Elect London Breed Inauguration Invitation for Commissioners
Date: Thursday, July 05, 2018 1:23:02 PM
Attachments: Public Mayoral Inaugural Ceremony Invitation.pdf

FYI
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Tsang, Francis 
Sent: Thursday, July 05, 2018 8:50 AM
To: Quesada, Amy (PRT); Valdez, Anthony (ENV); Armanino, Darlene (RET); Badasow, Bridget (HSA)
(DSS); Chan, Donald (REG); Varner, Christina (RNT); Corina Monzon (AIR); Stewart, Crystal (ADM);
Vaughn, Carla (PUC); Mauer, Dan (REC); Hood, Donna (PUC); dwanekennedy@gmail.com; Nelson, Eric
(ADM); Ethics Commission, (ETH); Commission, Film (ECN); Gannon, Lori (HRC); Cantara, Gary (BOA);
Larrick, Herschell (WOM); Norris, Jennifer (WAR); Ionin, Jonas (CPC); Austin, Kate (ADM); Hosmon, Kiely
(BOS); Kilshaw, Rachael (POL); LaBarre, Elizabeth (HSA); Scott, Laini (HSS); lhathhorn@asianart.org;
Liang, May (ECN); McArthur, Margaret (REC); Morewitz, Mark (DPH); martinl@sfha.org; Conefrey,
Maureen (FIR); Mahajan, Menaka (ECN); Brown, Michael (CSC); Millham, Sofia (RET); Hewitt, Nadya
(REG); OCII, CommissionSecretary (CII); Gerber, Patricia (CPC); Silva-Re, Pauline (JUV); Polk, Zoe
(HRC); Pon, Adrienne (ADM); Tom, Risa (POL); Boomer, Roberta (MTA); Blackman, Sue (LIB);
SFVACSECRETARY@gmail.com ; Page_Ritchie, Sharon (ART); Shore, Elena (ADM); Harris, Sonya (DBI)
Subject: Mayor-Elect London Breed Inauguration Invitation for Commissioners
 
Commission Secretaries,
 
Please help us invite all board members, commissioners, and trustees to Mayor-Elect London
Breed’s inauguration ceremony on Wednesday, July 11, 2018, at 11:00am where she will be sworn in
as the 45th Mayor of the City and County of San Francisco on the steps of City Hall. 
 
RSVP by emailing inaugural@sfgov.org or by calling (415) 554-5257.
 
Most have likely already received one by email, but just want to make sure that they all know they
are invited to this public event.  The Mayor-elect hopes they will all join her for this special day. 
 
There will not be any special reserved seating section for commissioners as a group.  Limited public
seating is available, and for those who do not get a seat, there will be space to stand.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thank you!
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Kindly reply
inaugural@sfgov.org
(415) 554-5257


Civic Center Plaza 
San Francisco City Hall


One Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place


The Inaugural Committee
requests the honor of your presence


at the Inauguration of


London N. Breed
as Mayor of San Francisco


on Wednesday the eleventh of July
two thousand and eighteen


at eleven o’clock in the morning


5


The Inaugural Ceremony is free and open to the public.  Limited seating is 
available, and for those who do not get a seat, there will be space to stand.  


Early arrival is recommended. The gates will open at 10:00 a.m.  Please enter 
Civic Center Plaza at Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place and Grove Street.


Due to security concerns, no boxes, large bags, posters, signs, flags, umbrellas, 
gifts, food, or beverages other than water will be allowed. Cameras are 
permitted. This is an outdoor ceremony; please dress accordingly.


Inaugural Ceremony attendees are encouraged to use public transportation, as 
many streets in and around City Hall and the Civic Center area will be closed 
to private vehicles for much of the day.


Following the Inaugural Ceremony, a public open house will take place in the 
Mayor’s Office, Room 200 at City Hall, until 2:00 p.m. 


Attendee Information







Francis
 
Francis Tsang
Deputy Chief of Staff
Office of Mayor Mark Farrell
City and County of San Francisco
415.554.6467 | francis.tsang@sfgov.org
 

mailto:francis.tsang@sfgov.org


From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: Commission Update for the Week of July 2, 2018
Date: Monday, July 02, 2018 8:56:33 AM
Attachments: Commission Weekly Update 7.2.18.doc

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Tsang, Francis 
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2018 8:52 AM
To: Tsang, Francis
Subject: Commission Update for the Week of July 2, 2018
 
Good morning.
 
Please find a memo attached that outlines items before commissions and boards for this week.
Let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 
Have a great week!
 
Francis

Francis Tsang
Deputy Chief of Staff
Office of Mayor Mark Farrell
City and County of San Francisco
415.554.6467 | francis.tsang@sfgov.org
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To: 

Mayor’s Senior Staff

From: 

Francis Tsang

Date: 

July 2, 2018

Re: 

Commission Update for the Week of July 2, 2018

This memorandum summarizes and highlights agenda items before commissions and boards for the week of July 2, 2018. 

Arts (Monday, July 2, 2PM) – RESCHEDULED TO JULY 9

Civil Service (Monday, July 2, 2PM) - RESCHEDULED TO JULY 10

Youth (Monday, July 2, 515PM) - CANCELLED

Airport (Tuesday, July 3, 9AM) - RESCHEDULED TO JULY 10

Community Investment & Infrastructure (Tuesday, July 3, 1PM) - CANCELLED

Entertainment (Tuesday, July 3, 530PM) - CANCELLED

Health (Tuesday, July 3, 4PM) - CANCELLED

Municipal Transportation Agency (Tuesday, July 3, 1PM) - CANCELLED

Board of Appeals (Wednesday, July 4, 5PM) - CANCELLED

Historic Preservation (Wednesday, July 4, 1230PM) - CANCELLED

Police (Wednesday, July 4, 530PM) - CANCELLED

City Hall Preservation (Thursday, July 5, 5PM) - CANCELLED

Planning (Thursday, July 5, 1PM) - CANCELLED

War Memorial (Thursday, July 5, 2PM) – RESCHEDULED TO JULY 12

Miscellaneous

· Local Homeless Coordinating Board (Monday, July 2, 11AM)



From: Secretary, Commissions (CPC)
To: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: 2018-0001876PCA (File No. TBD) Obstructions In Required Setbacks, Yards, & Open Space
Date: Friday, June 29, 2018 1:16:57 PM
Attachments: CSFN Obstructions in Required Setbacks Letter.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: :) [mailto:gumby5@att.net] 
Sent: Friday, June 29, 2018 12:10 PM
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Melgar,
Myrna (CPC); 'Rich Hillis'; 'Rodney Fong'
Cc: 'Aaron Jon Hyland'; 'Andrew Wolfram'; 'Diane Matsuda'; 'Ellen Johnck'; 'Jonathan Pearlman'; 'Richard
Johns'; Black, Kate (CPC); Secretary, Commissions (CPC); Butkus, Audrey (CPC); Rahaim, John (CPC);
Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Kim, Jane (BOS);
Sheehy, Jeff (BOS); Tang, Katy (BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Cohen, Malia (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS);
Fewer, Sandra (BOS); Board of Supervisors, (BOS); MayorMarkFarrell (MYR)
Subject: 2018-0001876PCA (File No. TBD) Obstructions In Required Setbacks, Yards, & Open Space
 
President Hillis and Members of the Planning Commission:
 
The Coalition for San Francisco Neighborhoods (CSFN) submits its letter re the
“Obstructions” Legislation proposed.
 
Thank you for your close scrutiny of this issue which is scheduled for August at both
the Planning Commission and the Historic Preservation Commission.
 
Sincerely,
/s
Rose Hillson, CSFN LUC Chair
for George Wooding, President

mailto:commissions.secretary@sfgov.org
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June 29, 2018 
San Francisco Planning Commission 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
 
Re:  Case No. 2018-001987PCA (Board File No. TBD) – Obstructions in Required Setbacks, Yards and 
        Usable Open Space 
 
Dear President Hillis and Members of the Planning Commission, 
 
The Coalition for San Francisco Neighborhoods (CSFN) has several concerns with the proposed 
“projections of an architectural nature” to be allowed in “required setbacks, yards, and usable open 
space“.  CSFN appreciates the goal for architectural innovation that seeks high quality design; however, 
the proposed legislative text does not guarantee that.  Some of our concerns are as follows: 
 


Appearance of bay windows: Today, everyone is familiar with what bay windows look like, 
because they have had to conform to objective measurements specified in code.  They are 
proportional to the overall size of the building and are in harmony with the different 
architectural styles of existing buildings.  But the removal of size limits in the proposed 
legislation leaves it wide open for the obstructions and projections (e.g., bay windows) to 
become enormous and disproportional to the existing buildings.  The end result could create a 
disconnect between the projections/obstructions and the rest of the existing building massing 
or style at all levels from the ground up. 
 
Elimination of Side Set-backs:   Without limits for side obstructions, two bay windows could 
meet at a property line such that light wells would be closed up. 


 
De Facto Pop-outs:   Some bay windows and projections may indeed turn into front or rear 
“pop-outs” as the legislation over-rides the current 3-ft. maximum without any size limits.  Bay 
window and other projections not subject to finite objective measurements can potentially add 
substantial square footage to existing buildings.   


 
Open Space that is not really open:  With no limitations as to size, “Sunshades, fins and brise 
soleils” could cover the entire lot at levels as high as the building's roof line.  This would mean 
the loss of the real outdoor space and habitat value , and could impact the amount of sunlight in 
neighbors' yards as well as the enjoyment of their yards. 
 
Overall loss of design standards:  When left to subjective criteria such as the undefined “design 
standards” that the Planning Department would apply – which are not adopted design 
guidelines – anything can happen. 
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CSFN urges that the Planning Commission and Historic Preservation Commission: 
 


1. Retain the existing code requirements for front obstructions 
2. Retain the existing code requirements for rear obstructions 
3. Keep side setback areas as-is.     
4. If square footage is added by projections with no maximums, it should be included to have an 


accurate quantification of a building square footage.   
5. If the current design standards are not adequate, then new ones should be created with 


meaningful public input and review.    
 


CSFN urges that the Planning and Historical Preservation Commissions scrutinize the potential 
ramifications of using non-objective, non-measurable methods that may be impactful to existing 
buildings of various designs known by their architectural style classification as well as resulting in new 
buildings that are not harmonious additions to an area.  Please also examine the impact on open space 
of this legislation, for the resident, for neighbors, and for loss of habitat. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 


 
George Wooding 
President 
 
Cc:  Historic Preservation Commission, Commissions Secretary, Planning Department, Audrey Butkus 
(CPC Staff), Board of Supervisors, Clerk of the Board, Mayor 







From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR MARK FARRELL ON SUPREME COURT DECISION IN JANUS VS AFSCME CASE
Date: Wednesday, June 27, 2018 11:57:42 AM
Attachments: 6.27.18 Supreme Court Labor Decision.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Wednesday, June 27, 2018 9:10 AM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR MARK FARRELL ON SUPREME COURT DECISION IN JANUS VS
AFSCME CASE
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Wednesday, June 27, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

 
*** STATEMENT ***

MAYOR MARK FARRELL ON SUPREME COURT DECISION
IN JANUS VS AFSCME CASE

 
“Today’s decision by the United States Supreme Court to weaken our public sector labor
unions is another unfortunate setback for our working-class families, who are already facing
unprecedented attacks by hostile Congressional Republicans and a heartless Presidential
Administration.
 
Despite the disappointing news today, I am here to say, unequivocally, that San Francisco will
always remain a strong union City and I will continue to support our brothers and sisters in the
labor movement. Labor literally helped build this city and our union members have long been
on the frontlines fighting for civil rights, justice and equality. We will never forget that—the
labor movement is part of our City’s DNA.
 
In the coming weeks, I will work with the incoming Mayoral administration, our Human
Resource department and our union leaders to discuss strategies and policies that will help
protect and support our public sector labor members. We will not let today’s decision deter our
commitment to the hardworking individuals who contribute so much to the unique fabric of
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR   MARK E.  FARRELL  
 SAN FRANCISCO                                                                    MAYOR  
     
 


 


1 DR. CARLTON B. GOODLETT PLACE, ROOM 200 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102-4681 


TELEPHONE: (415) 554-6141 


 


 


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Wednesday, June 27, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 


 


 


*** STATEMENT *** 


MAYOR MARK FARRELL ON SUPREME COURT DECISION 


IN JANUS VS AFSCME CASE 


 


“Today’s decision by the United States Supreme Court to weaken our public sector labor unions 


is another unfortunate setback for our working-class families, who are already facing 


unprecedented attacks by hostile Congressional Republicans and a heartless Presidential 


Administration.  


 


Despite the disappointing news today, I am here to say, unequivocally, that San Francisco will 


always remain a strong union City and I will continue to support our brothers and sisters in the 


labor movement. Labor literally helped build this city and our union members have long been on 


the frontlines fighting for civil rights, justice and equality. We will never forget that—the labor 


movement is part of our City’s DNA. 


 


In the coming weeks, I will work with the incoming Mayoral administration, our Human 


Resource department and our union leaders to discuss strategies and policies that will help 


protect and support our public sector labor members. We will not let today’s decision deter our 


commitment to the hardworking individuals who contribute so much to the unique fabric of our 


great City.”  


 


 


### 


 







our great City.”
 
 

###
 



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: Commission Update for the Week of June 25, 2018
Date: Monday, June 25, 2018 10:10:22 AM
Attachments: Commission Weekly Update 6.25.18.doc

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Tsang, Francis 
Sent: Monday, June 25, 2018 9:51 AM
To: Tsang, Francis
Subject: Commission Update for the Week of June 25, 2018
 
Good morning.
 
Please find a memo attached that outlines items before commissions and boards for this week.
Let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 
 
Francis

Francis Tsang
Deputy Chief of Staff
Office of Mayor Mark Farrell
City and County of San Francisco
415.554.6467 | francis.tsang@sfgov.org
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To: 

Mayor’s Senior Staff

From: 

Francis Tsang

Date: 

June 25, 2018

Re: 

Commission Update for the Week of June 25, 2018

This memorandum summarizes and highlights agenda items before commissions and boards for the week of June 25, 2018. 


Film (Monday, June 25, 2PM)

Discussion Only


· PRESIDENT’S REPORT - President Wang will report about: (1) her recent trip to Taipei for the signing of the MOU between the San Francisco Film Commission and the Taipei Film Commission (2) the upcoming launch of the Netflix TV series, A Taiwanese Tale of Two Cities (3) her attendance at the CAAM Fest Award Ceremony Brunch to speak about Film SF and the Scene in San Francisco Rebate Program.


· COMMISSIONERS’ REPORTS - By Commissioners to share about tasks they have completed or plan to complete in relation to the Stage Space, facilitation of Production/Tech/Advertising Relationships, Branding/Marketing/Advertising of Film SF, Neighborhood/Merchant group relationship building, the Scene in San Francisco Rebate Program.


· EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT - This report will include: (1) an announcement about OEWD Executive Director Todd Rufo’s departure for a new job (2) an announcement about the status of the Scene in San Francisco Rebate program 10 year extension proposal before the Board of Supervisors (3) an update on the number of recent film permits and notable productions which have shot in San Francisco (4) an update on upcoming productions (5) a report on the partnership with CAAMFest and the screening of the film Bitter Melon (6) a report about the Frameline film festival partnership in June (7) an update on the status of the effort to extend the CA State Film Tax Credit.

Port (Monday, June 25, 10AM) - SPECIAL

Action Items


· CONFERENCE WITH LEGAL COUNSEL AND REAL PROPERTY NEGOTIATOR – Property: Piers 31–33, located at Francisco and Bay Streets and The Embarcadero. The Port and National Park Service are negotiating business terms for use of portions of Piers 31–33 as a long-term ferry embarkation site for passenger service to Alcatraz Island. In this executive session, the Port’s negotiator seeks direction from the Port Commission on factors affecting the price and terms of payment, including price structure, financing mechanisms and other factors affecting the form, manner and timing of payment of the consideration for the property interests. The executive session discussions will enhance the capacity of the Port Commission during its public deliberations and actions to set the price and payment term that are most likely to maximize the benefits to the Port, the City and the people of the State of California. (Closed Session)

· Request adoption of the Final Mitigated Negative Declaration and the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program for the Alcatraz Ferry Embarkation Project (2017-000188ENV) located at Piers 31-33 on The Embarcadero at Bay Street (Site) pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act; and


Request approval of three transaction documents: (1) a General Agreement between the Port and the National Park Service (NPS) for a thirty-year term with two ten-year options for use of the Site primarily as the embarkation to Alcatraz Island including: (2) a form lease with an initial ferry concessioner to be selected by NPS for site improvements and ferry services including from the Site to Alcatraz Island coterminous with the ferry concession contract; and (3) a lease with the Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy for site improvements and to operate visitor amenities including a visitor-contact station and café for a thirty-year term with two ten-year options coterminous with the General Agreement. 


Small Business (Monday, June 25, 2PM)


Action Items


· BOS File No. 180482 - Permit Review Procedures and Zoning Controls - Neighborhood Commercial Districts in Supervisorial Districts 4 and 11. Ordinance amending the Planning Code to create a two-year pilot program removing public notice and Planning Commission review for certain uses in Neighborhood Commercial Districts in Supervisorial Districts 4 and 11; modifying zoning controls for certain uses in Supervisorial Districts 4 and 11.  (Tang, Safai)

· BOS File No. 180519 - Environment Code - Food Service Waste Reduction. Ordinance amending the Environment Code to prohibit the sale or use in the City of single use food service ware made with fluorinated chemicals and certain items made with plastic; requiring that food service ware accessories be provided only on request or at self-service stations; requiring reusable beverage cups at events on City property; removing waiver provisions; setting operative dates. (Tang, Safai, Breed, Sheehy, Peskin, Yee, Ronen, Fewer)


· BOS File No. 180320- Planning Code - Catering as an Accessory Use in Neighborhood Commercial Districts. Ordinance amending the Planning Code to allow Catering as an Accessory Use to Limited Restaurants in Neighborhood Commercial Districts under certain conditions. (Safai)

PUC (Tuesday, June 26, 130PM)


Discussion Only


· Recognition of Jim Wood, Laborers’ International Union of North America, Local Union #1130, and Michael Theriault, San Francisco Building and Construction Trades Council, upon their respective retirements

· CleanPowerSF Update

· Update on Section 541 of H.R. 5952 - Commerce, Justice, Science and Related Agencies Appropriations Act of 2019 related to National Marine Fisheries Service’s participation in the Don Pedro and La Grange Hydroelectric Projects licensing proceedings before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission


Action Items


· Approve Amendment No. 2 to Agreement No. CS-324.A, Security Consulting and Design Services, with CH2M Hill Engineers, Inc.; and authorize the General Manager to execute this amendment, extending the term by six months for a total agreement duration of four years and six months, with no change to the agreement amount.

· Authorize the General Manager to execute Amendment Two to the Gas Pipeline Cross Bore Agreement with Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) to extend the term by three and a half years until April 13, 2021, for a total term of six and a half years, to allow PG&E additional time to complete inspection and repair of gas line cross bores through SFPUC sewer facilities.

· Confirm and approve the analysis and conclusions set forth in the Revised Water Supply Assessment for the proposed India Basin Project, pursuant to the State of California Water Code Section 10910 et seq., California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Section 21151.9, and CEQA Guidelines Section 15155.


· Authorize the General Manager to negotiate and execute a grant agreement with the San Francisco Unified School District (SFUSD) for an amount not-toexceed $370,000, and with a duration of four years, to integrate the SFPUC’s Big Ideas Science, Technology, Engineering and Math Education Framework into SFUSD science curriculum for all students K-12.

· Approve Amendment No. 3 to Agreement No. CS-242A with Baseline Environmental Consulting, Agreement No. CS-242B with ESA+Orion Joint Venture, and Agreement No. CS-242C with URS Corporation Americas to continue to provide environmental analyses, surveys, and reports, and prepare resource agency permit applications; and authorize the General Manager to negotiate and execute amendments to Agreements Nos. CS-242A–C, increasing each of the three agreements by $4,000,000, for a total not-toexceed amount of $9,600,000 per agreement, with no change to the contract duration, and for CS-242C only, to execute a name change from URS Corporation Americas to URS Corporation.

· Approve and authorize the General Manager to execute an Assignment and Assumption Agreement for Agreement No. CS-242D, As-Needed Environmental Support, from RMC Water and Environment to Woodard & Curran, Inc.; approve Amendment No. 3 to Agreement No. CS-242D; and authorize the General Manager to negotiate and execute Amendment No. 3 to CS-242D in an amount of $4,000,000, for a total not-to-exceed agreement amount of $9,600,000, with no change to the agreement duration.

· Approve Amendment No. 5 to Agreement No. CS-716, Calaveras Dam Replacement, with URS Corporation to provide ongoing engineering support during construction, start-up, and commissioning of the project; and authorize the General Manager to negotiate and execute Amendment No. 5 increasing  the agreement by $2,415,000, for a total agreement amount of $30,915,000, and extending the term by 13 months, for a total agreement duration of 16 years, 10 months, subject to Board of Supervisors approval pursuant to Charter Section 9.118.


Board of Appeals (Wednesday, June 27, 5PM) - CANCELLED

Fire (Wednesday, June 28, 5PM)


Discussion Only


· PRESENTATION FROM THE NERT ADVISORY BOARD - Members from the NERT Advisory Board to make presentation.

Police (Wednesday, June 27, 530PM) - CANCELLED

Status of Women (Wednesday, June 27, 4PM)


Discussion Only


· Girl’s Report - MSW Policy Fellow Galina Yudovich will present on the 2018 Update on Girls in San Francisco: Resiliency in a Changing City, she will be joined by Alezandra Melendrez, Director of Research & Policy at Young Women's Freedom Center. 


· Community Needs Assessment Presentation - The presentation of University of Utah's findings from the San Francisco Violence Against Women Needs Assessment. The findings will be presented by Dr. Annie Isabel Fukushima, the project's Principal Investigator.

Action Items


· Resolution Recognizing Dixie Horning 


· Resolution Recognizing Teresa Ewins 


· Resolution Recognizing Denise Schmidt 


· Position of Support for Proposed Legislation on Harassment Prevention Training for City Employees - Reporting Requirements for City Departments - Time Frame for Filing Equal Employment Opportunity Complaints (File No. 180546) 

Housing Authority (Thursday, June 28, 4PM)


Discussion Only


· PUBLIC HEARING/PUBLIC COMMENTS ON THE HOUSING AUTHORITY OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO’S FIVE YEAR PLAN, ANNUAL PLAN CAPITAL GRANT FUND AS MANDATED BY SECTION 511 OF THE QUALITY HOUSING AND WORK RESPONSIBILITY ACT OF 1998 TO BE SUBMITTED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Action Items


· RESOLUTION APPROVING AND AUTHORIZING THE ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO EXPEND AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED SIXTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED TWENTY DOLLARS ($62,920) FOR CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO OFFICIAL BUSINESS PARKING PERMITS FOR FISCAL YEAR 2018

· RESOLUTION APPROVING AND AUTHORIZING THE ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO UTILIZE THE U.S. COMMUNITIES PARTNER AGREEMENT WITH HD SUPPLY TO PROVIDE MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES TO THE HOUSING AUTHORITY OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO INCREASING THE CONTRACT BY THREE HUNDRED TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS ($310,000) WITH A NEW CUMULATIVE AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED FIVE HUNDRED SIXTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($560,000)

· RESOLUTION APPROVING AND AUTHORIZING THE ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO INCREASE THE U.S. COMMUNITIES PARTNER AGREEMENT CONTRACT WITH THE HOME DEPOT TO PROVIDE MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES TO THE HOUSING AUTHORITY OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO BY FOUR HUNDRED SIXTY FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($465,000) WITH A NEW CUMULATIVE NOT-TOEXCEED AMOUNT TO ONE MILLION, THREE HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS ($1,315,000)

· RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING AND APPROVING THE ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO AMEND THE MARCH 23, 2018 ENGAGEMENT LETTER WITH BDO USA, LLP FOR FINANCE CONSULTING SERVICES TO INCREASE THE CONTRACT AMOUNT BY NINE THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED TWENTY-SIX DOLLARS ($9,826) FOR A TOTAL CONTRACT AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED THIRTY-EIGHT THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED SIX DOLLARS ($38,806)

· RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING AND APPROVING THE ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO ENTER INTO AN ONE YEAR CONTRACT WITH OPTIONS TO EXTEND UP TO FOUR ADDITIONAL ONE YEAR PERIODS FOR A CUMULATIVE FIVE YEAR MAXIMUM WITH SUNRISE CREDIT SERVICES, INC. TO PROVIDE COLLECTION SERVICES

· RESOLUTION APPROVING AND AUTHORIZING THE ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO SUBMIT TO THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT ("HUD") THE HOUSING AUTHORITY OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO'S ANNUAL PLAN, FIVE-YEAR PLAN UPDATE AND CAPITAL GRANT FUND AS MANDATED BY SECTION 511 OF THE QUALITY HOUSING AND WORK RESPONSIBILITY ACT OF 1998

Human Services (Thursday, June 28, 930AM)


Action Items


· Requesting ratification of actions taken by the Executive Director since the May 24, 2018 Regular Meeting in accordance with Commission authorization of June 28, 2018:


1. Submission of requests to encumber funds in the total amount of $3,468,977 for purchase of services or


supplies and contingency amounts;


2. Submission of 0 temporary position(s) for possible use in order to fill positions on a temporary basis;


3. Submission of report of 64 temporary appointment(s) made during the period of 5.12.18 thru 6.15.18.


· Requesting approval of the Continuing Authorizations that may be taken by the Executive Director in Fiscal Year 2018-2019

· Requesting authorization to enter into a new grant agreement with DRESS FOR SUCCESS SAN FRANCISCO for the provision of interview suiting services for women entering the workforce; during the period July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2021; in the amount of $141,750, plus a 10% contingency for a total amount not to exceed $155,925.


· Requesting authorization to enter into a new grant agreement with RICHMOND AREA MULTI-SERVICES, INC. to provide pre-vocational services and pre-vocational behavioral health evaluation services; during the period July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2021; in the amount of $2,909,748, plus a 10% contingency for a total amount not to exceed $3,200,723.


· Requesting authorization to enter into a new grant agreement with BAY AREA LEGAL AID to provide client advocacy & individualized legal support services; during the period July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2021; in the amount of $1,223,790, plus a 10% contingency for a total amount not to exceed $1,346,169.


· Requesting authorization to renew the grant agreement with ARRIBA JUNTOS to provide Transitional Employment Support Services (TESS); during the period July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2021; in the amount of $1,137,444, plus a 10% contingency for a total amount not to exceed $1,251,188.


· Requesting authorization to renew the grant agreement with YOUNG COMMUNITY DEVELOPERS to provide Transitional Employment Support Services (TESS); during the period July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2021; in the amount of $1,333,548, plus a 10% contingency for a total amount not to exceed $1,466,903.


· Requesting authorization to renew the grant agreement with SAN FRANCISCO CONSUMER CREDIT COUNSELING SERVICE OF SAN FRANCISCO to provide Smart Money Coaching services; during the period July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019; in the amount of $292,088, plus a 10% contingency for a total amount not to exceed $321,297.


· Requesting authorization to renew the grant agreement with SAN FRANCISCO CLEAN CITY COALITION to provide neighborhood beautification and employment training services; during the period July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019; in the amount of $319,093, plus a 10% contingency for a total amount not to exceed $351,002.


· Requesting authorization to renew the grant agreement with AMERICAN RED CROSS BAY AREA CHAPTER to provide fiscal intermediary services for the hotel extension program; during the period July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2021; in the amount of $180,000, plus a 10% contingency for a total amount not to exceed $198,000.


· Requesting authorization to enter into a new contract with EK ERGONOMICS to provide ergonomic assessment & evaluation services; during the period July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2020; in the amount of $35,000, plus a 10% contingency for a total amount not to exceed $38,500.


· Requesting authorization to enter into a new grant agreement with HUCKLEBERRY YOUTH PROGRAMS for the provision of crisis intervention and case management services for commercially sexually exploited children; during the period July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2021; in the amount of $1,494,756, plus a 10% contingency for a total amount not to exceed $1,644,232.


· Requesting authorization to modify the grant with FAMILY SUPPORT SERVICES for the provision of a pilot program for respite care for emergency placements; during the period July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019; for an additional amount of $132,119, with a 10% contingency for a total amount not to exceed $1,342,542.


· Requesting authorization to modify the grant with HOMELESS PRENATAL PROGRAM to provide increased staffing for the New Beginnings programs; during the period July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2020; for an additional amount of $320,000, plus a 10% contingency for a total amount not to exceed $1,197,557.


· Requesting authorization to renew the contract with CPS HR CONSULTING to provide conflict resolution, team building, coaching, and leadership development services; during the period July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2020; in an amount of $28,000, plus a 10% contingency for a total contract amount not to exceed $30,800.


· Requesting authorization to renew the contract agreement with ACF TECHNOLOGIES INC. to provide an appointment and lobby management system; during the period July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2021; in the amount of $399,000, plus a 10% contingency for a total amount not to exceed $438,900.


· Requesting authorization to enter into a new contract agreement with PIER 2 MARKETING for the provision of developing an internal communications plan; during the period October 1, 2018 to September 30, 2019; for a total amount not to exceed $90,000.


· Requesting authorization to enter into a new contract agreement with MYTHICS to provide Oracle cloud services; during the period August 1, 2018 to June 30, 2023; for a total amount not to exceed $2,084,850.


Planning (Thursday, June 28, 1PM)

Consideration of Items Proposed for Continuance

· AMEND ZONING MAP AND ABOLISH LEGISLATED SETBACK ON 19TH AVENUE BETWEEN QUINTARA AND RIVERA STREETS – Planning Code Amendment abolishing a nine-foot legislated setback on the west side of 19th Avenue between Quintara and Rivera Street, and revising the Zoning Map to rezone from RH-1 (Residential, House; One-Family) to RM2 (Residential, Mixed; Moderate Density) Assessor’s Parcel Block No. 2198, Lot No. 001 (located at the intersection of 19th Avenue and Quintara Street), Lot No. 033 (2121-19th Avenue), Lot No. 034 (2145-19th Avenue), and Lot No. 037 (2115-19th Avenue); adopting findings under the California Environmental Quality Act; and making findings of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code Section 101.1, and findings of public necessity, convenience, and welfare under Planning Code, Section 302. (Proposed Continuance to July 12, 2018)

· 1722 27TH AVENUE – east side between Moraga and Noriega Street; Lot 046 in Assessor’s Block 2023 (District 15) – Request for Discretionary Review of Building Permit Application No. 2017.0519.7060, to construct a vertical (third floor) and horizontal rear addition of approximately 1,835 square feet, and to add an accessory dwelling unit (per Ordinance 95-17) to the ground floor of an existing single family home within a RH-1 (Residential, House – One Family) Zoning District and 40-X Height & Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Do Not Take DR and Approve (Proposed Continuance to July 26, 2018)

· 601 VAN NESS AVENUE – west side of Van Ness Avenue; Lot 027 in Assessor’s Block 0762 (District 5) – Request for Conditional Use Authorization pursuant to Planning Code Sections 202.4 and 303(j) to discontinue a Movie Theatre use (Opera Plaza Cinema) of approximately 6,380 square feet and propose a Retail Sales and Service use within a RC-4 (Residential-Commercial High Density) Zoning District, the Van Ness Avenue Special Use District, and 130-V Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions (Proposed Continuance to September 13, 2018) 

· 271 UPPER TERRACE, 301-303 UPPER TERRACE, 4500 17TH STREET – 15,800-square-foot project site between Upper Terrace and Roosevelt Way/17th Street; Lots 32, 34, and 35 of Assessor’s Block 2628 (District 8) – Appeal of Preliminary Negative Declaration for the proposed project to subdivide three contiguous lots into five lots, demolish a single-family residence, remodel an existing two-unit residence, and construct eight new units. The proposed project would result in 15 off-street parking spaces. The project site is located in a RH-2 (Residential-House, Two Family) Use District in 40-X Height and Bulk District. Preliminary Recommendation: Uphold Preliminary Negative Declaration (Proposed Continuance to October 25, 2018)

Action Items

· OFFICE DEVELOPMENT CONVERSIONS [BOARD FILE NO. 180613] – Planning Code Amendment to allow square footage of baseline office space that is converted to nonoffice uses to be available for allocation under the Office Development Limit Program and requiring Zoning Administrator written determination for such space; affirming the Planning Department’s determination under the California Environmental Quality Act; making findings of public necessity, convenience, and welfare under Planning Code, Section 302; and making findings of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1. Preliminary Recommendation: Approval

· HOME-SF AND 100% AFFORDABLE HOUSING BONUS PROGRAMS – Planning Code Amendment for the Housing Opportunities Mean Equity-San Francisco (HOME-SF) program to revise the amount of inclusionary housing required and the types of development bonuses received for projects with complete environmental evaluation applications submitted on or before December 31, 2019, with existing requirements and bonuses revived for projects with complete environmental evaluation applications submitted on or after January 1, 2020, and to require project authorization under Planning Code section 328; revising the 100% Affordable Housing Bonus Program to eliminate a Planning Commission review hearing for 100% affordable housing projects upon delegation by the Planning Commission; affirming the Planning Department’s determination under the California Environmental Quality Act; and making findings of public necessity, convenience, and welfare under Planning Code, Section 302, and findings of consistency with the General Plan and the eight priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1. Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Modification

· INTENTION TO INITIATE DEPARTMENT-SPONSORED GENERAL PLAN AMENDMENTS RELATED TO THE CENTRAL WATERFRONT – DOGPATCH PUBLIC REALM – Pursuant to Planning Code Section 340, the Planning Commission will consider a Resolution of Intention to Initiate Amendments to the General Plan. The amendments are intended to incorporate the Central Waterfront – Dogpatch Public Realm Plan by reference in the General Plan to establish a clear guiding framework for investments in complete streets, parks and open spaces within the Central Waterfront – Dogpatch Public Realm Plan Area. Future public and private public realm projects would follow the guidance and prioritization framework set forth in the Central Waterfront – Dogpatch Public Realm Plan. The current land use policies and zoning in the Central Waterfront Area Plan will remain unchanged. Preliminary Recommendation: Initiate and schedule a hearing

· CALTRANS GRANT – In May 2018, the Planning Department was awarded $391,212 in competitive grant funds from the California Department of Transportation (CalTrans) Adaptation Planning Grant program for the San Francisco Southeast Mobility Adaptation Strategy (SMAS). The California Department of Transportation requires that the ‘Governing Body’ of the San Francisco Planning Department adopt a Resolution confirming the authority of the Department Director to accept the grant funds by entering into contract with CalTrans. CalTrans must receive this Resolution by August 15, 2018 in order for the grant to commence on October 1, 2018. Preliminary Recommendation: Adopt

· 188 HOOPER, 1140 7TH STREET, AND 1111 8TH STREET – north side of Irwin Street, south side of Hooper Street, west side of 7th Street, and east side of 8th Street on Lot: 004 in Assessor’s Block 3820; north side of Hooper Street, south side of Channel Street, east side of Carolina Street, and east side of 8th Street on Lot: 004 in Assessor’s Block 3808 (District 10) – Request for a Conditional Use Authorization-Planned Unit Development, pursuant to Planning Code Sections: 145.5, 210.3, 249.67, 303, 304, and 843.45 to construct a new twoto-four-story, academic (institutional use) building (DBA California College of the Arts) measuring approximately 96,500 square feet. Under the PUD, the project is seeking to establish a retail sales and service use size (dining food hall) greater than 4,000 gross square feet (Planning Code Section 843.45) in an UMU Zoning District as well as an exception to the Planning Code requirements for street frontage-ground floor ceiling height in a PDR-1-D Zoning District (Planning Code Section 145.5). The subject property is located within a Production, Distribution, and Repair – Design (PDR-1-D) Zoning District, the Art & Design Educational Special Use District, and 58-X Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions

188 HOOPER – north side of Hooper Street, south side of Channel Street, east side of Carolina Street, and east side of 8th Street on Lot: 004 in Assessor’s Block 3808 (District 10) – Request for a Large Project Authorization, pursuant to Planning Code Sections: 210.3, 249.67, 329, and 843, to construct a new five-story (or 56 feet 2 inches tall) student housing building for the California College of the Arts, measuring approximately 133,634 gross square feet of residential use with 520 student housing beds in 337 group housing bedrooms (in 280 group housing units), and approximately 8,000 square feet of ground floor retail sales and service use (dining food hall). Under the LPA, the project is seeking an exception to Planning Code requirements for rear yard (Planning Code Section 134), street frontage – active use and ground floor height (Planning Code Section 145.1), off-street loading (Planning Code Section 152.1), and mid-block alley (Planning Code Section 270.2). The proposed project is located within a Production, Distribution, and Repair – Design (PDR-1-D) Zoning District, the Art & Design Educational Special Use District and 58-X Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions

· 450-474 O’FARRELL STREET/532 JONES STREET – on a block bounded by Geary Street to the north, O’Farrell Street to the south, Taylor Street to the east, and Jones Street to the west (Assessor’s block/lot 0317/007, 0317/009, and 0317/011) (District 6) – Certification of the Final Environmental Impact Report. The project site is currently developed with the three-story (50-foot-tall), 26,904-square-foot Fifth Church of Christ, Scientist building, including a 1,400-square-foot parking lot with four parking spaces, at 450 O’Farrell Street; a one-story (30-foot-tall), 4,415-square-foot vacant retail building at 474 O’Farrell Street; 


and a one-story (30-foot-tall), 1,012-square-foot restaurant and residential building with basement at 532 Jones Street. The proposed project would demolish the existing structures, merge the three lots, and construct a 13-story, 130-foot-tall, 226,514-sf mixeduse building. The church façade at 450 O’Farrell Street would be retained as part of the proposed project. The proposed development would include up to 182,668 sf of residential space (with 176 dwelling units), 3,827 sf of restaurant and retail space, and 9,555 sf of religious institution space. Up to 46 parking spaces would be provided within a 22,105-sf, one-level subterranean parking garage with access off of Shannon Street. The project site is located in a Residential-Commercial, High Density (RC-4) District, the North of Market Residential Special Use District No. 1, 80-T-130-T Height and Bulk District, and the Uptown Tenderloin National Register Historic District. NOTE: The public hearing on the Draft EIR is closed. The public comment period for the Draft EIR ended on December 11, 2017. Public comment will be received when the item is called during the hearing. However, comments submitted may not be included in the Final EIR. Preliminary Recommendation: Certify the Final EIR

450-474 O’FARRELL STREET/532 JONES STREET – on a block bounded by bounded by Geary Street to the north, O’Farrell Street to the south, Taylor Street to the east, and Jones Street to the west (Assessor’s block/lot 0317/007, 0317/009, and 0317/011) (District 6) – The proposal requests Planning Commission consideration of adoption of CEQA Findings under the California Environmental Quality Act for a Project that would demolish the existing structures, merge the three lots, and construct a 13-story, 130-foot-tall, 226,514-sf mixeduse building. The church façade at 450 O’Farrell Street would be retained as part of the proposed project. The proposed development would include up to 182,668 sf of residential space (with 176 dwelling units), 3,827 sf of restaurant and retail space, and 9,555 sf of religious institution space. Up to 46 parking spaces would be provided within a 22,105-sf, one-level subterranean parking garage with access off of Shannon Street. The project site is located in a Residential-Commercial, High Density (RC-4) District, North of Market Residential Special Use District No. 1, 80-T-130-T Height and Bulk District, and the Uptown Tenderloin National Register Historic District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Adopt CEQA Findings

450-474 O’FARRELL STREET/532 JONES STREET – on the block is bounded by Geary Street to the north, O’Farrell Street to the south, Taylor Street to the east, and Jones Street to the west (Assessor’s block/lot 0317/007, 0317/009, and 0317/011) (District 6) - Request for Conditional Use Authorization pursuant to Planning Code Section 303 for: i) Planned Unit Development pursuant to Section 304, with modifications for rear yard (Section 134), dwelling unit exposure (Section 140); off-street loading (Section 152) and permitted obstructions (Section 136); and additional findings for ii) for demolition of five existing dwelling units (Section 317); iii) exceeding height of 50 feet with street frontage greater than 50 feet (Section 253); iv) height greater than 80 feet in North of Market Residential Special Use District No. 1 (Section 249.5/263.7); v) bulk exceedance (Section 270/271); vi) establishment of new religious institution use (Section 303). The project site is currently developed with the three-story (50-foot-tall), 26,904-square-foot Fifth Church of Christ, Scientist building, including a 1,400-square-foot parking lot with four parking spaces, at 450 O’Farrell Street; a one-story (30-foot-tall), 4,415-square-foot vacant retail building at 474 O’Farrell Street; and a one-story (30-foot-tall), 1,012-square-foot restaurant and residential building with basement at 532 Jones Street. The proposed project would demolish the existing structures, merge the three lots, and construct a 13-story, 130-foottall, 226,514-sf mixed-use building. The church façade at 450 O’Farrell Street would be retained as part of the proposed project. The proposed development would include up to 182,668 sf of residential space (with 176 dwelling units), 3,827 sf of restaurant and retail space, and 9,555 sf of religious institution space. Up to 46 parking spaces would be provided within a 22,105-sf, one-level subterranean parking garage with access off of Shannon Street. The project site is located in a Residential-Commercial, High Density (RC4) District, the North of Market Residential Special Use District No. 1, 80-T-130-T Height and Bulk District, and the Uptown Tenderloin National Register Historic District. Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions

· 2750 19TH STREET – located at the northeast corner of Bryant and 19th Streets, Lot 004A in Assessor’s Block 4023 (District 10) - Request for a Large Project Authorization, pursuant to Planning Code Section 329, for the demolition of an existing industrial building, with the exception of the brick facade, and new construction of a six-story, 68-foot tall, mixed-use building (measuring approximately 72,365 square feet) with 60 dwelling units, approximately 10,000 square feet ground floor Production, Distribution and Repair (PDR) space, 24 below-grade off-street parking spaces, two car-share parking space, 84 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces, and 13 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces. The Project includes 4,800 square feet of common open space roof deck. Under the LPA, the project is seeking an exception to certain Planning Code requirements, including: 1) rear yard (Planning Code Section 134) and 2) dwelling unit exposure (Planning Code Section 140). The project site is located within the UMU (Urban Mixed-Use) and 68-X Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). (Continued from Regular Meeting on June 7, 2018) Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions


· 792 CAPP STREET – west side of Capp Street, between 22nd and 23rd Streets; lot 019B of Assessor’s Block 3637 (District 9) - Request for Conditional Use Authorization pursuant to Planning Code Sections 209.4, 303, and 317, proposing to demolish the existing two-story single-family home and construct a new four-story (40 foot tall) residential structure containing four dwelling units within a Residential Transit Oriented - Mission (RTO-M) Zoning District, Calle 24 Special Use District, and 40-X Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions

· 278 MONTICELLO STREET – east side between Garfield and Shields Streets; Lot 041 in Assessor’s Block 7002 (District 11) – Request for Discretionary Review of Building Permit Application No. 2014.09.09.5905, proposing to legalize the addition of four bedrooms to a single-family home, and remove the unpermitted addition of three other bedrooms, for a total of ten bedrooms. The project also proposes to legalize the conversion of the front façade to stucco. The project is within a RH-1 (Residential, House – One Family) Zoning District and 40-X Height & Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Do Not Take DR and Approve

Misc. 

· Urban Forestry Council Meeting (Tuesday, June 26, 6PM)

· Southeast Community Facility Commission Retreat (Wednesday, June 27, 10AM, 1601 Griffith Avenue) 


